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:ll3equeata anb lDonationa 
The following are gratefully remembered by the inmates 
of the Home: 
Capt. Joseph B. Thomas, Boston, donation in 1881 of 
Miss Elizabeth P. Sever, Salem, Mass., legacy, amount-
ing with interest to ..... . . . . . 
Mrs. Caroline M. Barnard, Everett, Mass., furnishing 
Cudworth Ward, in hospital. . . . . . . . . . 
Hon. J. Warren Merrill, Cambridge, donation .... 
Geo. Draper, Esq., Hopedale, Mass., per annum, since 
the opening of the Home up to the time of death, 
William Montgomery, Esq., United States Hotel, Bos-
ton, annual donation up to time of death . . . . 
Mrs. Lyman Tucker, Boston, Mass., a Soldiers' Monu-
ment in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Ceme-
tery, Malden, and legacy of . . . . . . . . . . 
Otis E. Weld, Boston, annual donation up to time of 
death ........ . 
Mrs. Ann J. Baker, legacy 
Mrs. Joanna L. Merriam, legacy . 
Capt. Gideon Skull Holmes, legacy 
Mrs. Susan M. Weston, legacy . . 
Mass. Division Sons of Veterans, furnishing Dormitory 
in Sargent Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Moses Wilde, 2d, Cambridge, legacy . . . . . . .. 
44th Reg't, Mass. Infantry Association, annual donation 
Charles H. Kezar, Salem, Mass., legacy. . . . 
Ladies' Aid Association, for perpetual care of lot in 
Forest Dale Cemetery. . . . . . . . . . 
Ladies' Aid Association, for elevator. • . . . 
Robt. C. Billinp:s, Boston, bequest, April, 1903 . 
Col. Josiah H. Benton, Jr., donation 
John G. B. Adams, bequest. . ...... . 
$10,000 00 
4,164 82 
3,200 00 
1,000 00 
100 00 
100 00 
2,000 00 
100 00 
300 00 
50 00 
2,620 25 
250 00 
750 00 
8,300 00 
50 00 
100 00 
3,000 00 
1,053 00 
5,000 00 
100 00 
1,000 00 
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lPresiben t' s 1Report 
To THE TRUSTEES OF THE 
SOLDIERS' HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS. 
Gentlemen: I herewith submit my report and the Annual Report 
of the officers of the Home. 
There have been four regular and five special meetings of the 
Board. In my last report I said that "the work increases from year 
to year," and I have found it so during the past year. The first part 
of the year I made frequent visits and was there often, but as the 
weather became warm I was not able to go as often as I wished. 
You will find by the report of the Superintendent of the Home that 
we have increased in numbers and that we have been up to the limit 
most of the year, and a waiting list of from ten to twenty. The 
highest number in the Home at anyone time, 538. The average 
age of Civil War veterans, 69.1 years; the oldest, 91 years. Span-
ish War veterans in the Home during the year, 22. 
At the last Annual Meeting the Board of Trustees approved 
of a memorial that Department of Massachusetts Woman's Relief 
Corps were to erect in memory of Mrs. Lizabeth A. Turner, and if 
possible to have the same placed on the Soldiers' Home lot in Forest 
Dale Cemetery, as she was so interested in the Home and all that we 
were doing to care for the needy veteran to make his last days as com-
fortable and pleasant as possible, and provide a last resting place 
when he answered the last roll-call. The same was accomplished, and 
the tablet to Mrs. Turner was unveiled on Memorial Sunday and turned 
over to the Board of Trustees with appropriate exercises by Mrs. 
Lue Stuart Wadsworth, Department President of the Woman's 
Relief Corps, and in your behalf· I accepted the same as your 
President. Again death has entered our ranks and two of our 
associates have answered the last summons and are on the camping 
ground above. 
Gen. Horace Binney Sargent, the originator of the Home and its 
first President, died at Santa Barbara, California, on Jan. 8, 1908. 
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Although not permitted to meet with us for several years on account 
of infirmities, still he was always interested in all our doings and 
rejoiced that Massachusetts was able to do so much for his comrades. 
What better monument could be erected to perpetuate his memory 
than the Soldiers' Home in Massachusetts ?-and we hope it will 
long endure until the last Civil War veteran, sailor or marine, has 
passed on to the other side. 
Elisha T. Harvell, Vice-President of the Board, was called sud-
denly on Feb. 26, 1908, to take his place with those beyond. We 
shall miss him from our councils, as he was always present and took 
an active part in our deliberations, and was ever ready to do his 
part of our work. 
Suitable resolutions were presented to the Board on the death 
of these two Trustees and placed on our records, and copies sent 
to the families of the deceased. 
We have created during the past year a new office, that of Chaplain 
of the Home. Trustee Joseph F. Lovering having resigned, he 
was unanimously chosen as our first Chaplain, and has filled the 
position satisfactorily to your Executive Committee. 
Lucius Field of Clinton was chosen Trustee in place of Trustee 
Harvell, decensed. 
Charles K. Darling of Concord was chosen in place of Trustee 
Lovering, resigned. 
In January our By-Laws were changed and charter amended so 
that the Department Commander of the Massachusetts Grand Army 
of the Republic shall be a member, that the Massachusetts division 
of the Sons of Veterans, U.S.A., and the Department of Massa-
chusetts Spanish War veterans be represented on the Board of 
Trustees, and that the property of the Trustees shall revert to the 
committee after the purpose for which charter was granted has 
been accomplished. These several changes in charter were granted 
by the Legislature. 
Trustee Eli W. Hall was elected Vice-President in place of Vice-
President Harvell, deceased. Trustee Charles K. Darling was ap-
pointed Assistant Treasurer, and his appointment approved by the 
Executive Committee, May 15, 1908. 
During the year the City of Chelsea was visited by a disastrous 
conflagration. Col. C. E. Hapgood, the Superintendent of the Home, 
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at once offered the use of the Home and opened its doors for shelter 
and medical attendance to any who were sent by the proper authorities. 
Sixty-four were kindly taken care of until more suitable places 
could be secured for them. 
Former Surgeon-General Robert A. Blood was in December, 1907, 
elected Surgeon of the Home, and later took up his duties and is 
conducting the same very acceptably to your Executive Committee. 
Dr. Philip C. Means was obliged to be away for some time for 
rest and Dr. Albert J. Shaw took his place. 
Dr. Lawrence R. Hill had a severe case of blood poisoning and 
was obliged to be at the Massachusetts General Hospital for some 
time, and Dr. Melville E. Webb took his place, and everything in 
connection with the hospital has been going on as well as could 
be expected. 
The work of building the new hospital has been going on during 
the past year, and we expected to have had it completed ere this, 
but have failed to do so. It is expected to be ready to occupy by 
the first of the year. By vote of the Board of Trustees it has been 
named 
<rapt. Jobn (1;, :lB. a~ams ibospttal 
in honor of one who gave the best of his life to help his needy com-
rades, and who was for many years President of Board of Trustees. 
Two weeks previous to Thanksgiving I was informed by the 
Superintendent of Markets that the marketmen of Quincy and Fan-
euil Hall markets had so many calls from other charities that appealed 
to them more, that I had better omit my yearly call. I at once 
had a circular prepared and sent to all that had contributed pre-
viously, thanking them for their kindness in the past and that if at 
any time they wished to contribute to send enclosed postal card to 
Superintendent of the Home and the wagon would call; and we 
called and received their donations. 
The thanks of the Board .are due to Superintendent Col. C. E. 
Hapgood, Surgeon Blood and his faithful assistants, Dr. Means and 
Dr. Hill, and all the other officers of the Home, for the faithful 
performance of their duties in caring for those in our care. 
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We should also ever remember the grand and noble work of the 
Ladies' Aid Association, Woman's Relief Corps, Sons and Daughters 
of Veterans and all others who have assisted us during the past year. 
We say, "God bless them all." 
Respectfully yours, 
PETER D. SMITH. 
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1Report of the U:reaaurer 
BOSTON, July 1, 1908. 
To THE TRUSTEES OF THE 
SOLDIERS' HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS. 
Gentlemen: I have the honor to submit the following statement 
of the receipts and expenditures of the Home from June 30, 1907, 
to July 1, 1908: 
Cash on hand July 1, 1907 
Cash receipts to July 1, 1908 
Expended during the year as per pass-
book . . . . . . . . . 
Cash on hand June 30, 1908 . 
SECURITIES. 
Mortgage on Cambridge property. 
Cash on hand July 1, 1908 
Total cash and securities . 
$30,935.91 
267,055.88 
$292,264.61 
$297] 991. 79 
5,727.18 
---- $297,991.79 
$2,300.00 
5,727.18 
$8,027.18 
RECEIPTS IN DETAIL. 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Pensions .... . ... . 
United States Government . 
Effects of deceased members 
$144,917.14 
64,818.51 
43,400.00 
2,350.00 
Interest and dividends . . 
Sale of barrels, waste, etc. 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . 
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Beacon Trust Company (deposit withdrawn). 
Legacy, J. G. B. Adams . . . . . . . . . 
Donations: 
Ladies' Aid Association . 
J. B. Wilder .... 
W.R.C.,15, Ashland . 
" 132, Sandwich 
A. D. Hodges .... 
$127.84 
3.64 
61.30 
5.00 
10.00 
EXPENDITURES IN DETAIL. 
Pay-roll and salaries . . . . 
Pensions ........ . 
Effects of deceased members 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . 
CLOTHING. 
Coats, trousers and vests 
Underclothing . 
Boots and shoes 
Hats and caps. 
Socks .... 
Cobblers' supplies 
Miscellaneous . . 
$3,835.80 
1,499.69 
812.20 
401.38 
150.50 
91.67 
388.36 
$564.82 
271.49 
26.14 
9,500.00 
1,000.00 
$266,848.10 
207.78 
$267,055.88 
$43,447.24 
64,600.51 
1,189.78 
22.50 
$109,260.03 
$7,179.70 
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CURRENT. 
Stationery and postage . $449.83 
Printing 874.14 
Telephone and telegrams 361.12 
Car and ferry fares . 80.15 
Newspapers . 8.79 
Insurance. 122.50 
Freight and express 90.34 
Policeman 1,089.00 
Miscellaneous 367.64 
$3,518.51 
FARM. 
Grain and feed $457.87 
Hay and straw 378.00 
Tools, seed, etc. 200.25 
Live stock. 1,104.25 
Blacksmith 150.50 
Repairs. 326.45 
Miscellaneous 62.60 
$2,679.92 
HOUSEHOLD. 
Coal and wood $8,338.35 
Gas 276.92 
Water 1,501.18 
Laundry 98.31 
Toilet and wrapping paper 262.30 
Furniture. 530.04 
Cotton, linen, etc. 908.29 
Mattresses, pillows 479.52 
Miscellaneous 1,131.60 
$13,521.13 
HOSPITAL. 
Medicine and general supplies $3,631.67 
Undertaker . 859.30 
Miscellaneous . 1,196.57 
$5,687.54 
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REPAIRS. 
Lumber $793.77 
Paints and oils 307.83 
Plumbing. 148.22 
Hardware. 295.17 
Steam fittings . 929.34 
Electrical supplies 168.27 
Glass. 37.59 
Buildings and grounds 2,057.86 
Miscellaneous 119.45 
Boilers and furnaces 519.81 
$5,377.31 
SUBSISTENCE. 
Meat. $9,147.74 
Groceries 3,302.74 
Fish 2,608.59 
Vegetables 2,191.55 
Fruit. 471.84 
Milk 6,010.02 
Butter 4,857.31 
Eggs . 2,440.00 
Cheese 375.19 
Sugar 2,210.49 
Flour. 1,653.35 
Tea 184.80 
Coffee 802.00 
Crockery and tinware 663.91 
Pipes and tobacco 187.20 
Sundries 99.62 
Canned goods 1,227.25 
$38,433.60 
EXTRAORDINARY. 
D. Robinson & Sons Co., grading, etc. $729.55 
Beacon Trust Company, special deposit . 9,500.00 
$10,229.55 
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CONSTRUCTION OF NEW HOSPITAL. 
Richard D. Kimball, ventilating .... 
Geo. W. Howard & Sons Co., construction 
Clough & Wardner, commissions. 
Knott & Co., electrical engineers. . 
William B. Johnson, plumbing 
James Wilkinson, electrical supplies 
Frank E. Cutler, papering, etc. 
Bradlee & Chatman, heating. . . . 
PENSION ACCOUNT. 
$530.00 
72,722.09 
3,635.08 
146.20 
9,811.55 
3,080.96 
161.44 
6,290.00 
$3,481.77 
$96,377.32 
Balance due pensioners, July 1, 1907 
Received during the year . . . 
Paid pensioners or dependants . 
Due pensioners, July 1, 1908 .. 
64,818.51 
---- $68,300.28 
64,600.51 
EFFECTS ACCOUNT. 
Balance due July 1, 1907 
Received during the year . 
Paid to heirs, administrators, etc. 
Balance JUly 1, 1908 . . . . . . 
$1,147.05 
2,350.00 
To obtain the current expenses for the year I deduct 
$3,699.77 
$3,497.05 
1,189.78 
$2,307.27 
from the aggregate of . . . . . . . . . . . . $292,264.61 
the following amounts: 
Pensions . . . 
Effects . . . . 
Extraordinary . 
Construction of the new hospital 
$64,600.51 
1,189.78 
10,229.55 
96,377.32 
Which shows the current cost to be $119,867.45, or about $16,000 
more than in the preceding year. 
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Following is a comparison of the several items of the regular 
schedule of expenditures: 
1907. 1908. INCREASE. 
Clothing $6,740.48 $7,179.70 $439.22 
Current 3;823.12 3,518.51 *304.61 
Farm 1,610.66 2,679.92 1,069.2.6 
Household 14,114.12 13,521.13 *592.99 
Hospital. 4,483.04 5,687.54 1,204.50 
Repairs 3,338.99 5,377.31 2,038.32 
Subsistence 31,261.91 38,433.60 7,171.69 
* Decrease. 
The average number of members of the Home during the year 
is 437, and the total cost per capita, based on current expenses, 
$274.29 +. The cost per capita for subsistence is $87.95, as compared 
with $73.04 the preceding year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WM. M. OLIN, Treasurer. 
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1Report of BuNtor 
BOSTON, October 6, 1908. 
I have examined the account of cash receipts and expenditures 
of the Soldiers' Home in Massachusetts, as recorded by William 
M. Olin, Treasurer, from July 1, 1907, to June 30, 1908. All the 
disbursements are represented by proper vouchers, which have 
been approved by the auditing committee. The checks and 
endorsements thereon given in payment of bills have been examined 
and found correct. 
The cash on hand June 30, 1908, was $5,727.18 as shown 
above, and $10,000 special deposit in the Beacon Trust Co., on 
which interest to the amount of $325.85 had accrued October l. 
(Signed) G. S. DAVIS, 
Auditor. 
1Report of <tommittee on Bbmissions 
CHELSEA, MASS., Sept. 3, 190". 
To THE TRUSTEES OF THE 
SOLDIERS' HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS. 
Gentlemen: The Committee on Admissions begs leave to report 
that all comrades admitted during the year have been examined, and 
permanent admission granted those who were worthy and deserving. 
Your Committee has also acted upon all pension cases coming 
before it, and disposed of same in accordance with the laws of Congress 
an(the rules adopted by the Board of Trustees. 
'Respectfully submitted, 
ELI W. HALL. 
SILAS A. BARTON. 
JOSEPH B. MACCABE. 
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$uperinten~ent ' a 1Report 
SOLDIERS' HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS, 
CHELSEA, July I, 1908. 
PETER D. SMITH, 
President at the Board at Trustees. 
Dear Sir: I have the honor to submit the Twenty-sixth Annual 
Report of the Superintendent of the Home for the year ending June 
30, 1908. 
POPULATION 
Officers . . . . . . 
Non-Commissioned Officers 
Members ... . . . 
Members absent . 
Aggregate this report 
Aggregate last report 
Net gain . . 
Members sick in Hospital.. . 
STATISTICS 
Number of members present and absent June 30, 1907 
Number admitted during the year . 
Number readmitted dW'ing the year . 
Total cared for. . . 
Number discharged during the year 
Number died during the year . 
Totalloss . . . 
Number present and absent June 30, 1908 . 
Average present during the year . . . . . 
Average present and absent during the year 
Number of admissions since the Home was opened 
Number of readmissions ... . . . . . ... . 
Whole number cared for since the Home was opened 
6 
10 
410 
100 
513 
151 
70 
119 
95 
4,687 
2,534 
526 
517 
9 
137 
734 
214 
520 
437 
505 
7,221 
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Number of beds occupied by officers and civilians 
Number of beds occupied by members. . ... 
Number of vacant beds in barracks and hospital 
Whole number of beds . . . . . . . . . . . 
Number of bedsteads stored 
Whole number of bedsteads 
Number of beds in hospital 
Vacant beds in ho~pital. . 
Number of members absent sick from hospital unassigned to beds 
Number of members absent in barracks unassigned to beds ... 
Total unassigned. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Number present sick in hospital 
Number absent from hospital 
Total sick ... 
Average age of members June 30,1908: 
Civil War. 
All other wars . . . . . . . . 
Average age of members admitted during the year: 
Civil War .. 
All other wars . 
Average age of members dying during the year: 
Civil War . . 
All other wars . 
Death rate in one thousand of whole number cared for during the 
year. . .................... . 
Total number of deaths since the Home was opened . . . . . . 
Nmnber of graves in the Home lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden 
Buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, previous to 1886 .... 
Buried in Holy Cross Cemetery, Malden, previous to 1886 
Buried by friends and relatives 
The oldest men in the Home, June 30, 1908, are: 
Civil War . . 
All other wars . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
91 years of age 
53 years of age 
The youngest men in the Home, June 30, 1908, are: 
Civil War . . 
All other wars . . . . . 
58 years of age 
. . . . 30 years of age 
45 
449 
24 
518 
4 
522 
166 
10 
16 
55 
71 
137 
23 
160 
69.01 
39.73 
68.02 
37.74 
67.5 
35.75 
129.43 
1,290 
437 
16 
8 
829 
58 years 
59 years 
60 years 
61 years 
62 years 
63 years 
64 years 
65 years 
66 years 
67 years 
68 years 
69 years 
70 years 
71 years 
72 years 
73 years 
30 years 
31 years 
33 years 
34 years 
.35 years 
3n years 
37 years 
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Ages of Men of the Civil War in the Home June 30, 1908 
2 74 years 
7 75 years 
13 76 years 
20 77 years 
20 78 years 
34 79 years 
30 80 years 
29 81 years 
39 82 years 
35 83 years 
30 84 years 
29 85 years 
34 87 years 
22 88 years 
26 89 years 
20 91 years 
Total .. . 
Ages of Men of all Other Wars in the Home June 30, 1908 
3 38 years 
Total . .. 
Aggregate. 
1 42 years 
2 43 years 
2 47 years 
2 49 years 
1 52 years 
1 53 years 
DEATHS DURING THE YEAR 
1. PATRICK BRENNAN, Malden: 
21 
19 
9 
14 
7 
5 
6 
7 
4 
4 
2 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
. 498 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
22 
. 520 
Age 40; U.S. Navy (Spanish War); born in Malden, Mass. Admitted to 
the Home, April 15, 1905; died July 2,1907, of carcinoma of stomach and 
pancreas; buried in Holy Cross Cemetery, Malden, Mass. 
2. GEORGE M. SmlMERs, Boston: 
Age 71 ; Co . A, 39th Mass. Infantry; born in Boston, Mass. Admitted to 
the Home, May 2, 1907; died July 5, 1907, of heart disease; buried in 
Willow Dale Cemetery, Lynnfield, Mass. 
3. EDWARD BEATTIE, Reading: 
Age 71; Seaman in U.S. Navy; born in Pictou, N.S. Admitted to the 
Home, Sept. 12, 1900; died July 14, 1907, of heart disease; buried in 
Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
4. PA'rRIcK NAVIN, Lowell: 
Age 66; Co. F, lOth N .H. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
Home, Dec. 24, 1902; died July 19, 1907, of paralysis and heart disease; 
buried in St. Patrick Cemetery, Lowell, Mass. 
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5. JAMES JOHNSTON, Roxbury: 
Age 62; Co. C, 60th Mass. Infantry; born in St. John, N.B. Admitted to 
the Home, Oct. 20, 1898; died July 23, 1907, of malignant endocarditis; 
bUl"ied in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Mass. , 
Grave No. 410. 
6. MOSES P. BROWN, Boston: 
A~e 67; Co. A, 25th Mass. Infantry; born in Hubbardston, Mass. Ad-
nutted to the Home, July 16, 1907; died July 23, 1907, of apoplexy; 
buried in Mt. Hope Cemetery, Boston, Mass. 
7. HENRY l\1ARTIN, Boston: 
Age 74; Co. C, 6th Mass. Infantry; born in Peacham, Vt. Admitted to 
the Home, Jan. 25, 1899; died July 27, 1907, of heat prostration and 
heart disease; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, 
Grave No. 411. 
8. HENRY HOWARD, Boston: 
Age 68; Co. D, 44th Mass. Infantry; born in Bridgewater, Mass. Ad-
mitted to the Home, Aug. 9, 1898; died July 27, 1907, of heart disease 
and chronic cystitis; buried in Brockton, Mass. 
9. EDWARD E. WINSLOW, Somerville: 
Age 75; Co. B, 5th Mass. Infantry; born in Medford, Mass. Admitted to 
the Home, June 22,1907; died July 30,1907, of heart disease and chronic 
nephritis; buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
10. CHARLES W. UPHAM, Templeton: 
Age 83; Co. G, 53d Mass. Infantry; born in Templeton, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, Jan. 3, 1906; died July 31, 1907, of chronic nephritis and 
diarrhcea; buried in Templeton, Mass. 
11. LORENZO B. CLARK, Boston: 
Age 67; Co. D, 74th N.Y. Infantry; born in Belfast, Me. Admitted 
to the Home, July 7, 1907; died Aug. 2, 1907, of apoplexy; buried in 
Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 412. 
12. EDWARD H. WOODBURY, Boston: 
Age 73; Co. M, 3d U.S. Artillery; born in Bridgton, N.S. Admitted to 
the Home, June 13, 1896; died Aug. 2, 1907, of senile dementia; buried 
in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 414. 
13. EDWARD PERKINS, Augusta, Me. : 
A~e 84; Co. I, 14th and 28th Maine Infantry; born in England. Ad-
mItted to the Home, Oct. 15, 1906; died Aug. 2, 1907, of senile dementia; 
buried in Soldiers' Lot, Oak Grove Cemetery, Medford. 
14. JOSEPH FRANK, East Boston: 
Age 84; Co. B, 28th Mass. Infantry; born in Portugal. Admitted to the 
Home, July 30, 1907; died Aug. 2, 1907, at Massachusetts General , 
Hospital; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, 
Grave No. 413. 
15. ROBERT J. REA, Chelsea: 
Age 73; Co. I, 32d Mass. Infantry; born in Charlestown, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, July 22, 1900; died Aug. 2, 1907, of chronic nephritis and 
heart disease; buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
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16. HENRY MARSHALL, Charlestown: 
Age 62; Co. H, 11th N.H. I nfantry, and V.R.C.; born in Concord, N.H. 
Admitted to the Home, July 28, 1907; died Aug. 5, 1907, of heart disease 
and chronic nephritis; buried in Spencer, Mass . 
. 17. ELI BODETT, Lowell: 
Age 62; Co. E, 28th Mass. Infantry; born in Canada. Admitted to the 
Home, July 12, 1907; died Aug. 10, 1907, of heart disease and abdominal 
cancer; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, 
Grave No. 415. 
18. MOSES FERREN, Peabody: 
Age 92; Co. H, 7th N.H. Infantry; born in Belfast, Me. Admitted to the 
Home, July 16, 1907; died Aug. 14, 1907, of nicotine poisoning; buried 
in Cedar Grove Cemetery, Peabody, Mass. 
19. JA1~[ES F. ALBERTY, Monson: 
Age 63; Co. D, 5th N.Y. Cavalry; born in Prattsville, N.Y. Admitted 
to the Home, Aug. 5, 1905; died Aug. 15, 1907, of pulmonary tubercu-
losis and hemiplegIa; buried in No.1 Cemetery, Monson, Mass. 
20. EDWARD C. ESTABROOK, Boston: 
Age 71; Co. I, 4th Mass. Heavy Artillery; born in Sackville, N.B. Re-
admitted to the Home, Sept. 6, 1907; died Sept. 10, 1907, of pulmonary 
tuberculosis; buried in Lindenwood Cemetery, Stoneham, Mass. 
21. HENRY C. COFFIN, Somersworth, N.H.: 
Age 74; Co. C, 13th Mass. Infantry; born in Shapleigh, Me. Admitted 
to the Home, Oct. 12, 1906; died Sept. 11, 1907, of pneumonia and paralysis 
agitans; buried in Berwick, Me. 
22. CHARLES H . STARBIRD, Boston: 
Age 60; Co. C, 6th Iowa Cavalry; born in Boston, Mass. Readmitted to 
the Home, Sept. 14, 1907; died Sept. 14, 1907, of gastric hemorrhage; 
buried in Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden. 
23. DANIEL McKENZIE, Boston: 
Age 73; Co. A, 3d Mass. Heavy Artillery, and U.S. Navy; born in Prince 
Edward Island. Readmitted to the Home, Feb. 8, 1905; died Sept. 16, 
1907, of apoplexy and hemiplegia; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest 
Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 416. 
24. PATRICK MONAGHAN, Boston: 
Age 65; Co. A, 3d Mass. Heavy Artillery, and U.S. Navy; born in Ireland. 
Readmitted to the Home, July 4, 1907; died Sept. 20, 1907, of chronic 
encarditis; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, 
Grave No. 417. 
25. WILLIAM S. TIFFANY, Enfield: 
Age 79; Co. K, 27th Mass . . Infantry; born in Springfield, Mass. Ad-
mitted to the Home, Oct. 10, 1906; died Sept. 21, 1907, of heart disease 
and chronic eczema; buried in Springfield, Mass. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
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CROMWELL T. EDES, Rehoboth: 
Age 67; Co. C, 22d Mass. Infantry; born in Taunton, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, Aug. 8, 1907; died Sept. 22, 1907, of malignant prostate, 
chronic cystitis; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, 
Malden, Grave No. 418. 
JEFFERSON H. DAVIS (colored), Boston: 
Age 64; Co. H, 54th Mass. Infantry; born in Alexandria, La. Read-
mitted to the Home, Sept. 13, 1907; died Sept. 23, 1907, of abdominal 
cancer; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, 
Grave No. 419. 
JOHN MCCARTHY, Salem: 
Age 60; Co. C, 61st Mass. Infantry; born in Lawrence, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, July 10, 1906; died Sept. 30, 1907, of heart disease; buried 
in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 420. 
JAMES SMITH, Middleboro: 
Age 64; Co. C, 7th Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
Home, May 25, 1904; died Sept. 30, 1907, of heart disease; buried in 
Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 421. 
HUMPHREY COKELY, Weymouth: 
Age 71, Co. H, 35th Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
Home, Sept. 21, 1907; died Oct. 14, 1907, of heart disease and kidney 
trouble; buried in Mt. Hope Cemetery, South Weymouth, Mass. 
WILLIAM H. POOLE, Charlestown: 
Age 65; Co. B, 36th Mass. Infantry; born in Charlestown, Mass. Ad-
mItted to the Home, March 12, 1907; died Oct. 23, 1907, of chronic cystitis 
and locomotor ataxia; buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
JOHN J. HUSTON, Boston: 
Age 59; Co. C, 28th, and Co. G, 60th Mass. Infantry; born in Boston, Mass. 
Readmitted to the Home, May 5, 1907; died Oct. 27, 1907, of heart disease; 
buried in Mt. Hope Cemetery, Boston, G.A.R. Post 7. 
33. CHRISTIAN KOLB, Milford: 
Age 77; Co. M, 2d Mass. Heavy Artillery; born in Germany. Admitted 
to the Home, June 14, 1906; died Nov. 3, 1907, of hemiplegia and heart 
disease; buried in Milford, Mass. 
34. JOHN J. KANE, Brockton: 
Age 40; Co. C, 8th Mass. Infantry (Spanish War); born in Chicopee, Mass. 
Admitted to the Home, July 30, 1907; died Nov. 4, 1907, of phthisis 
pulmonaris; buried in St. Patrick's Cemetery, Brockton, Mass. 
35. GEORGE M. STONE, Dana: 
Age 81; Co. A, 8th N.H. Infantry; born in Barre, Mass. Admitted to the 
Home, Oct. 6, 1907; died Nov. 13, 1907, of heart disease and chronic 
nephritis; buried in Mt. Dana Cemetery, North Dana, Mass. 
36. THOMAS ARNOLD, Boston: , 
Age 72; Seaman, U.S. Navy; born in England. Admitted to the Home, 
April 10, 1907; died Nov. 15, 1907, of cancer of larynx; buried in Soldiers' 
Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 422. 
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37. GORHAM P. FYLER, Haverhill: 
Age 71; Ensign, U.S. Navy; born in Waldoboro, Me. Admitted to the 
Home, April 26, 1907; died Nov. 17, 1907, of cerebral apoplexy; buried 
in Linwood Cemetery, Haverhill, Mass. 
38. LUKE O'DELL, Boston: 
Age 70 ; Landsman, U .S. Navy; born in Nova Scotia. Admitted to t he 
Home, Oct. 11, 1906; died Nov. 16, 1907, of apoplexy-epilepsy; buried 
in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 423. 
39. EZRA HIMES, New Bedford: 
Age 70; Co. C, 10th Mass. Infantry; born in New Bedford, Mass. Re-
admit.ted to the Home, Dec. 23, 1899; died Nov. 18,1907, of heart disease; 
buried in Ruml Cemetery, New Bedford. 
40. MARCUS L . ROSCOE, Milford: 
Age 70; Landsman, U.S. Navy; born in Tarboro, N.C. Admitted to the 
Home, March 18, 1905; died Nov. 19, 1907, of heart disease; buried in 
Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 425. 
41. J OHN McINERNY, Boston: 
Age 60 ; Ordinary Seaman, U .S. Navy; born ill I reland. Readmitted to 
the Home, Nov. 2, 1899; died Nov. 18, 1907, of cerebral hemorrhage; 
buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave 
No . 424. 
42. THOMAS GATELY, Boston : 
Age 67; Co. E, 22d Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to t he 
Home, Nov. 20, 1907; died Nov. 24, 1907, of lung congestion and heart 
disease; buried in Calvary Cemetery, Boston . 
43. J OHN B. GREER, Springfield : 
Age 79; Co. E , 1st Mass. Cavalry; born in Montreal, Canada. Admitted 
to t he Home, Nov. 2, 1904; died Nov. 27, 1907, of heart disease and 
fracture of left hip ; buried in Springfield, Mass. 
44 . P ETER CODYER, Montague. 
Age 74 ; Co. K, 24th Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
I-lome, April 14, 1907 ; died Nov. 30, 1907, of heart disease and pneumonia ; 
buried in St. Joseph Cemetery, Waltham, Mass. 
45. DWIGHT SEELEY, New Marlboro: 
Age 70 ; Co. E , 49th Mass. Infantry; born in Sheffield, Mass. Admit ted 
to t he Home, F eb. 11 , 1905; died Dec. 5, 1907, of heart disease and pamly-
sis; buried in Great Barrington, Mass. 
46. DANIEL E. SULLIVAN, Brockton : 
Age 74; Fireman, U.S. Navy; born in Ireland. Admitted to the Home, 
July 19, 1907; died Dec. 7, 1907, of heart disease and pneumonia; buried 
in Umon Cemetery, East Bridgewater, Mass. 
47 . WILLIAM STOUDT, Boston: 
Age 87; Co. D, 2d Conn. Infantry ; born in Germany. Admitted to the 
Home, March 16, 1897 ; died Dec. 10, 1907, of heart disease; buried in 
Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 426. 
48. 
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WILLIAM E. COOK, Greenfield: 
Age 68; Co. M, 2d Mass. Heavy Artillery; born in Boston, Mass. Ad-
mitted to the Home, Aug. 2, 1904; died Dec. 11, 1907, of locomotor 
ataxia and chronic cystitis; buried in Green River Cemetery, Greenfield, 
Mass. 
WILUA~r CROWLEY, Whitinsville: 
Age 32; Co. M, 6th Mass. Infantry (Spanish War); born in Mendon, Mass. 
Admitted to the Home. Oct. 4, 1907; died Dec. 11, 1907, of pulmonary 
tuberculosis. 
EBEN H. DAVIS, Peabody: 
Age 67, Co. B, 17th Mass. Infantry; born in Danvers, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, March 8, 1907; died Dec. 23, 1907, of heart disease and 
pneumonia; buried in Peabody, Mass. 
HENRY SMITH NEWELL, Chicopee Falls: 
Age 68; Co. I, 27th Mass. Infantry; born in Pelham, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, March 26,1907; died Dec. 26, 1907, of hemiplegia; buried 
in Fairview Cemetery, Chicopee, Mass. 
HENRY J. HYZER, Vermont: 
Age 63; Co. K, 59th Mass. Infantry; born in Rome, N.Y. Admitted to 
the Home, Oct. 16, 1907; died Dec. 26, 1907, of diabetes; buried in Brain-
tree, Vt. 
SEWELL S. INGRAHAM, Saxonville: 
Age 70 ; Co. I, 24th Mass. Infantry; born in Saxonville, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, Dec. 3, 1907; died Dec. 22, 1907, of pulmonary gangrene 
and heart disease; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot in Forest Dale Cemetery, 
Malden, Grave No. 427. 
LUCAS J. McMAsTERS, Southboro: 
Age 71; Co. G, 6th Mass. Infantry; born in Antrim, N .H. Admitted to 
the Home, Oct. 2, 1907; died Dec. 29, 1907, of tuberculosis and pneumonia; 
buried in Lowell, Mass. 
FRANCIS PARROTT, Lynn: 
Age 81, Co. C, 1st Mass. Heavy Artillery; born in Lynn, Mass. Admitted 
to the Home, June 23,1907; died Dec. 30, 1907, of pneumonia ; buried in 
Soldiers' Lot, Pine Grove Cemetery, Lynn, Mass. 
ISAAC GIBBS, Medford: 
Age 80; 7th Unattached Infantry; born in Boston, Mass. Admitted to 
the Home, Dec. 29, 1907; died Jan. 5, 1908, of pneumonia; buried in 
Medford, Mass. 
JOHN LEONARD,Lynn: 
Age 86; Co. A, 17th Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
Home, Oct. 7, 1891. Readmitted Nov. 14, 1893; died Jan. 10, 1908, 
of heart disease; buried in St. Mary's Cemetery, Lynn, Mass. 
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58. AUSTIN J. PEASLEY, Peabody: 
Age 66; Co. C, 5th Mass. Infantry, and 29th Mass. Heavy Artillery; born 
in South Danvers, Mass. Admitted to the Home, May 7, 1907; died 
Jan. 19, 1908, of heart disease and influenza; buried in Harmony Grove 
Cemetery, Salem, Mass. 
59. HORACE WENTWORTH, North Easton: 
Age 72; Co. F, 6th, and G, 30th Mass. Infantry; born in Berwick, Me. 
Admitted to the Home, March 17, 1904; died J an. 22, 1908, of apoplexy; 
buried in Somersworth, N.H. 
60. PATRICK MAGHER, Cambridge: 
Age 61; Co. G, 11th Pernl. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
Home, Dec. 18, 1907; died Jan. 31, 1908, of senile pneumonia; buried in 
Soldiers' Home Lot in Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 428. 
61. JONATHAN C. ILLSLEY, Chelsea: 
Age 68; Co. H , 1st Mass. Infantry and U.S. Navy; born in Portland, Me. 
Admitted to the Home, Oct. 25, 1907; died Jan. 31, 1908, of hemoptysis; 
buried in G.A.R. Lot, Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
62. FREDERICK D. HASTINGS, Everett: 
Age 31; Cos. C and I, 8th Mass. Infantry (Spanish War); born in Ireland. 
Admitted to the Home, Jan. 1, 1908; died Feb. 25, 1908, of pulmonary 
tuberculosis; buried in Elmwood Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
63. RICHARD REILLY, Boston: 
Age 71; Landsman, U.S. Navy; born in Ireland. Readmitted to the 
Home, Sept. 2, 1904; died March 6, 1908, of general debility and rheu-
matism; buried in Calvary Cemetery, Boston, Mass. 
64. JAMES H. EVERETT, Somerville: 
Age 68; Co. D, 1st Mass. Infantry.; born in Boston, Mass. Admitted to 
the Home, Feb. 28, 1908; died March 8, 1908, of cancer of neck and throat; 
buried in 'Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
65. JOHN POWDERLY, Boston: 
Age 62; Co. C, 1st Bat. Mass. Heavy Artillery; born in Ireland. Re-
admitted to the Home, Jan. 2, 1908; died March 9,1908, of hepatic cirrhosis; 
buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave 
No. 429. 
66. THOMAS CRUIKSHANK, Boston: 
Age 89; Co. H, 4th Mass. Infantry; born in Scotland. Admitted to the 
Home, Sept. 6,1907; died March 9,1908, of pneumonia and old age; buried 
in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 430. 
67. BARNABAS E. BALL, Boston: 
Age 73; Musician, 3d Brig. 2d Army Corps; born in Northboro, Mass. 
Admitted to the Home, Aug. 9, 1907; died March 11, 1908, of disease of 
kidneys; buried in Hudson, Mass. 
68. ABEL NUTTING, Quincy: 
Age 67; Musician, 2d Mass. Infantry; born in Lisbon, Me. Admitted to 
the Home, Sept. 17, 1907; died March 19, 1908, of cancer of neck; buried 
in Wollaston, Mass. 
69. 
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TIMOTHY D. UPTON, Wilmington: 
A~e 69; Co. D, 33d Mass. Infantry; born in Wilmington, Mass. Ad-
mItted to the Home, Jan. 30, 1908; died March 20,1908, of Bright's disease 
and cystitis; buried in Wildwood Cemetery, Wilmington, Mass. 
MICHAEL HARRINGTON, Lawrence: 
Age 67; Co. B, 30th Mass. Infantry; born in Lowell, Mass. Adititted to 
the Home, April 2, 1904; died March 26, 1908, of heart disease and 
paralysis; buried in Catholic Cemetery, Lawrence, Mass. 
WILLIAM H. PARKER, Hyde Park: 
Age 66; Co. D, 6th Mass. Infantry, and Co. G, 1st Conn. Heavy Artillery; 
born in Peterboro, N.H. Admitted to the Home, March 20,1908; died 
March 27, 1908, of rheumatic endocarditis; buried at Peterboro, N.H. 
JOHN H. SENTER, Malden: 
Age 85; Co. C, 39th Mass. Infantry, and V.R.C.; born in Windham, Mass. 
Readmitted to the Home, March 18, 1908; died March 29,1908, of septi-
cremia and pneumonia; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, 
·Malden, Grave No. 431. , • ~ 
DAVID H. BIRD: 
Age 69; U .S. Navy, landsman; born in Newfoundland. Admitted to the 
Home, Feb. 28, 1907; died April 4,1908, of pleurisy and heart disease; 
buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 
432. 
MICHAEL BRODIGAN: 
Age 65; Co. B, 28th Mass. Infantry, private; born in Ireland. Admitted 
to the Home, Feb. 23, 1893; readmitted May 17,1906; died April 7, 
1908, of pneumonia, pulmonary tuberculosis; buried in Old Catholic 
Cemetery, Dorchester, Mass. 
WARREN E. SHEPARD: 
Age 79; Co. A, 13th Mass. Infantry, sergeant; born in Walpole , Mass. 
Admitted to the Home, March 12, 1908; died April 10, 1908, of pneu-
monia and heart disease; buried in Forest Hill Cemetery, Boston. 
WILLIAM GOLDEN: 
Age 78; Co. D, 2d N.Y. Cavalry, private: born in Canada. Admitted 
to the Home, July 3,1902; died April 11, 1908, of pneumonia and old age ; 
buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, grave No.433. 
JOSIAH F. KIMBALL, Lynn: 
Age 65; Co. F, 8th Mass. Infantry; born in Lynn, Mass. Admitted to 
the Home, Oct. 12, 1907; died April 12,1908, of paralysis and apoplexy; 
buried in Lynn, Mass. 
JAMES COURTNEY, Stoneham: 
Age 76; Co. D, 22d Mass. Infantry and V.R.C.; born in New York. Re-
admitted to the Home, April 3, 1906; died April 20, 1908, of pneumonia; 
buried in Linwood Cemetery, Stoneham, Mass. 
FRANK H. TISDALE, Attleboro: 
Age 63; Co. I , 7th Mass. Infantry; born in Pawtucket, R.I. Admitted 
to the Home, Dec. 2, 1906; died April 21, 1908, of diabetes and erysipelas; 
buried in Pawtucket, R.I. 
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80. CHARLES RIVEY, Cambridge: 
Age 62; Co. E, 41st U.S. Colored Troops; born in Monmouth, N.Y. Ad-
mitted to the Home, May 28, 1907; died April 25, 1908, of heart disease; 
buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave 
No. 434. 
81. JosEh J. HATLINGER, Stoneham: 
Age 73; Co . E, 36th U.S. Infantry; born in Hungary. Admitted to the 
Home, April 28, 1908; died April 29, 1908, of chronic cystitis and para-
plegia; buried in Stoneham, Mass. 
'12. RICHARD WALL, Medford: 
Age 80; Seaman, U.S. Navy; born in New Brunswick. Admitted to the 
Home, March 5,1907; died April 30, 1908, of pneumonia; buried in Soldiers' 
Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, Grave No. 435. 
83. GEORGE LAWTON, Dartmouth: 
A~e 77; 8th Bat. Mass. Light Artillery; born in Dartmouth, Mass. Ad-
mItted to the Home, March 23, 1905; died May 3, 1908, of old age, eczema 
and rheumatism; buried in Dartmouth, Mass., by G.A.R. Post 190 of 
New Bedford. 
84. JOHN FERGUSON, Foxboro: 
Age 82; U.S. Navy; born in England. Admitted to the Home, June 28, 
1900; died May 3, 1908, of bronchial pneumonia; buried in Foxboro, 
Mass. 
85. CHARLES A. HOWE, Hudson: 
A~e 74; Co. F, 13th Mass. Infantry; born in Leominster, Mass. Ad-
mItted to the Home, May 15, 1895; died May 5, 1908, of hemiplegia and 
heart failure; buried in Westboro, Mass. 
86. JOSEPH SANDERSON, JR., Boston: 
Age 67; Co. K, 6th Mass. Infantry and Co. C, of 42d Mass. Infantry; 
born in Boston. Admitted to the Home, Oct. 10, 1907; died May 12, 
1908, of old age and septicremia; buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, 
Mass. 
87 . JAMES SHEEHEE, Greenfield: 1 
Age 65; Co. E, 57th Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Admitted to the 
Home, J an. 12, 1908; died May 13, 1908, of heart disease and general 
debility; buried in Catholic Cemetery, Greenfield, Mass. 
88. MARTIN REYNARD, Boston : 
Age 71; Seaman, U.S . Navy; born in France. Readmitted to the Home, 
Oct. 17, 1906; died May 26, 1908, of apoplexy and senility; buried in 
Cambridge, Mass. 
89. WILLIAM H. KELLY, Boston: 
Age 61; Private, Co . C, 42d Mass. Infantry; born in Boston. Admitted 
to the Home, Jan. 22, 1899. Readmitted May 9, 1908; died May 29, 
1908, of cancer of throat; buried in Roxbury, Mass. 
90. FRANK A. DAVIS, Quincy: 
Age 64; Private, Co. F, 25th Mass. Infantry; born in Quincy, Mass. Ad-
mitted to the Home, Nov. 20, 1902; died June 4, 1908. of pneumonia 
and hemiplegia; buried in Quincy, Mass. 
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91. THOMAS J . LLEWELLYN, Lynn, Mass.: 
Age 63; Private, Co. I, 9th Mass. Infantry; born in Ireland. Readmitted 
to the Home, June 16, 1906; died June 7, 1908, of locomotor ataxia and 
paralysis; buried in Lynn, Mass. 
92. ZENAS W. TOLMAN, Boston: 
Age 68; Private, Co. H, 21st Mass. Infantry; born in Dana, Mass. R e-
admitted to the Home, May 25, 1908; died June 14, 1908, of paralysis 
and general debility; buried in Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, 
Mass .. Grave No. 436. 
93 . FRANK A. CHASE, Chelsea, Mass.: 
Age 71; Private, 10th Batt. Mass. Light Artillery; born in Medford, Mass. 
Admitted to the Home, April 18, 1908; died June 15, 1908, of chronic 
nephritis; buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett, Mass. 
94. CHARLES A. BARRY, Troy, Vt.: 
Age 63; Private, Co. E, 9th Vt. Infantry; born in North Troy, Vt. Ad-
mitted to the Home, Oct. 8, 1907; died June 23, 1908, of hemiplegia 
and debility; buried in Warren, N.H. 
95. FREDERICK A. NEWCOMB, Somerville: 
Age 68; Private, Co. B, 36th Mass. Infantry; born in Charlestown, Mass. 
Readmitted to the Home, May 29, 1885; died J une 25, 1908, of locomotor 
ataxia; buried in Soldiers' Home Lot, Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, 
Mass., Grave No. 437. 
Service of Members in the H ome June 30, 1908 
Volunteer army . . . 425 I Regular army. . .. 
Navy . . . . . . .. 73 
Total ..... 
States and Territories from which Admitted 
Connecticut 
Illinois . . 
Maine 
Maryland. 
Mississippi . 
Massachusetts . 
New Hampshire 
Native born . 
Total . .. .. 
5 New York .. 
1 Rhode I sland 
39 Wisconsin 
3 New J ersey. 
1 Pennsylvania 
244 Vermont 
31 Virginia. 
Nativity 
382 I Foreign born 
Nativity of Foreign Born 
Belgium .. . .. . 
England .... . 
France ..... . . 
Prince Edward I sland 
Germany . . 
West Indies . 
Ireland .. . 
Total .. 
1 New Brunswick 
16 Newfoundland 
3 Nova Scotia 
5 Scotland 
7 Sweden. 
2 Canada . 
68 Denmark 
22 
520 
16 
11 
1 
5 
2 
20 
3 
382 
138 
7 
2 
6 
4 
1 
15 
1 
138 
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The Different Branches of the Service have been Represented in the Home 
since it was Opened, as follows: 
Massachusetts. 
1st Regt. H.A. 3 years, 86 16th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 40 
2d Regt. H.A. 3 years, 109 17th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 91 
3d Regt. H.A. 3 years, 86 18th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 41 
4th Regt. H.A. 3 years, 74 19th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 68 
1st Battn. H .A. 1 year, 38 20th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 65 
29th Unatt. Co. H.A., 1 year, 8 21st Regt. Inf. 3 years, 29 
30th Unatt. Co. H.A., 1 year, 5 22d Regt. Inf. 3 years, 43 
1st Battery L.A. . 3 years, 11 23d Regt. Inf. 3 years, 51 
2d Battery L.A .. 3 years, 13 24th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 69 
3d Battery L .A .. 3 years, 15 25th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 41 
4th Battery L.A .. 3 years, 18 26th R egt. InL .. 3 years, 44 
5th Battery L.A .. 3 years, 12 27th Regt. InL 3 years, 38 
6th Battery L.A .. 3 years, 23 28th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 59 
7th Battery L.A .. 3 years, 14 29th Regt. InL 3 years, 51 
8th Battery L.A .. 6 mos. 10 30th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 51 
9th Battery L.A . . 3 years, 12 31st Regt. InL 3 years, 27 
10t h Battery L.A. . 3 years, 14 32d Regt. InL 3 years, 57 
11 th Battery L .A. . 9 mos. 1 33d Regt. Inf. 3 years, 43 
11 th Battery L.A. . 3 years, 8 34th Regt. InL 3 years, 39 
12th Battery L.A . . 3 years, 14 35th R egt. InL 3 years, 47 
13th Battery L.A . . 3 years, 5 36th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 32 
14th Battery L.A .. 3 years, 11 37th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 30 
15th Battery L.A . . 3 years, 9 38th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 15 
16th Battery L.A .. 3 years, 9 39th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 43 
1st Regt. Cav . . 3 years, 85 40th Regt. InL 3 years, 40 
2d Regt. Cav .. 3 years, 61 42d R egt. Inf. 9 mos. 29 
3d Regt. Cav . . 3 years, 69 42d R egt. Inf. 100 days, 42 
4th Regt. Cav . . 3 years, 67 43d R egt. InL 9 mos. 32 
5th R egt. Cav. (Col.) 3 years, 23 44th Regt. Inf. 9 mos. 27 
1st Battalion Frontier 45th Regt. Inf. 9 mos. 36 
Cavalry 1 year, 19 46th Regt. Inf. 9 mos. 30 
1st Regt. lnf. 3 years, 78 47th Regt. InL 9 mos. 29 
2d Regt.lnf. 3 years, 68 48th R egt. Inf. 9 mos. 34 
3d Regt.lnf. 3 mos. 10 49th Regt. Inf. 9 mos. 20 
3d Regt.lnf. 9 mos. 22 50th R egt. Inf. 9 ·mos. 26 
4th Regt. InL 3 mos. 26 51st R egt. Inf. 9 mos. 24 
4th Regt. InL 9 mos. 27 52d R egt. Inf. 9 mos. 18 
5th R egt. Inf. 3 mos. 38 53d Regt. InL 9 mos. 25 
5th R egt. Inf. 9 mos. 41 54th Regt. InL (Col.) 3 years, 13 
5th Regt. Inf. 100 days, 30 55th Regt.lnf. (Col.) 3 years, 15 
6th Regt. Inf. 3 mos. 29 56th Regt. InL 3 years, 48 
6th Regt. Inf. 9 mos. 35 57th R egt. InL 3 years, 37 
6th Regt. Inf. 100 days, 25 58th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 20 
7th Regt.lnf. 3 years, 37 59th Regt . Inf. 3 years, 34 
8th Regt. Inf. 3 mos. 24 60th Regt. InL 100 days, 24 
8th Regt. InL 9 mos. 28 61st Regt. Inf. 1 year, 53 
8th Regt . InL 100 days, 37 62d Regt. Inf. . . 1 year, 12 
9th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 63 3d Battn. Rifles . 3 mos. 9 
10th Regt. InL 3 years, 39 1st Co. Sharpshooters, 3 years, 3 
11 th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 76 2d Co. Sharpshooters, 3 years, 7 
12th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 57 1st Unatt. Co. InL 90 days, 3 
13th Regt. InL 3 years, 45 2d Unatt. Co. InL 100 days, 1 
15th Regt. Inf. 3 years, 46 4th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 2 
29 
5th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 1 20th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 5 
7th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 6 20th Unatt. Co. Inf. 1 year, 2 
8th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 1 21st Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 2 
9th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 6 21st Unatt. Co. Inf. 1 year, 1 
10th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 2 22d Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 2 
11 th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 1 23th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 1 
12th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 2 24th Unatt. Co. Inf. 1 year, 2 
13th Unatt. Co. Inf. 90 days, 1 25th Unatt. Co. Inf. 1 year, 4 
15th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 4 26th Unatt. Co. Inf. 1 year, 3 
16th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 4 27th Unatt. Co. Inf. 1 year, 4 
17th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 4 Boston Cadets . 3 
18th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 3 Salem Cadets 1 
19th Unatt. Co. Inf. 100 days, 6 Co. B, 7th Regt. Inf. 6 months, 1 
19th Unatt. Co. Inf. l 'year, 6 
United States Service 
Artillery . 28 Marine Corps , 33 
Cavalry . . . 24 Navy 715 
Colored Troops . 30 Ordnance Corps 6 
Engineers . '. . 12 Signal Corps . . . . . . . 13 
General Service. . . . . . .. 7 Spanish and Philippine Wars 79 
Hancock's Veteran Volunteers, 13 Veteran Reserve Corps. 146 
Infantry. . . . . . . 57 
California . , . . . 
Connecticut . . . . 
Delaware ... ' ... 
District of Columbia 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa ' 
Kansas . 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine .. 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Other State Organizations 
'4 l\fisso uri. . 
50 Nevada .. 
3 New Hampshire 
5 New Jersey .. 
20 New York , . 
13 Ohio 
6 Pennsylvania 
1 Rhode Island 
3 , Tennessee ' 
1 Virginia. 
185 Vermont 
5 West Virginia 
6 Wisconsin. . 
5 
1 
121 
24 
168 
11 
30 
75 
1 
1 
59 
1 
4 
States and Territories from which Admitted from Date of Organization to 
June 30, 1908 
California , 
Canada . . 
Colorado 
Connecticut . . . 
District of Columbia 
Florida . . . . ' 
Illinois, 
Indiana 
Indian Territory 
Kansas . . . 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Missouri .. 
Nevada ... 
2 
3 
1 
44 
2 
2 
2 
5 
1 
2 
. 19 
.4,478 
1 
2 
1 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey. ' 
New York. 
North Carolina 
Ohio , 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 
Texas .. 
Vermont 
Virginia . 
Wisconsin 
Total 
28 
5 
31 
1 
5 
6 
29 ' 
1 
1 
2 
9 
5 
2 
.4,687 
Officers 
Civilians 
Members . . .... 
Officers of the Board of Trustees 
Total .... 
30 
Employment 
7 Amount paid 
56 Amount paid 
116 Amount paid 
Amount paid 
Amount paid 
$8,593.44 
19,618.83 
12,400.73 
2,855.77 
$43,468.77 
Occupation of Members Receiving Pay 
Bugler 
Barber. 
Barber's helper . 
Care of cottage . 
Care of flags . . . 
Care of nmses' house 
Carpenters . 
Clerk . . . . . . 
Cook's helper 
Dishwasher. . . . 
Dumb-waiter men 
Engineer's helper 
Elevator men 
Hennery .. 
Janitor 
La.borers 
Laundrymen 
Librarian 
Baker .... 
Baker!s helper 
Barber ... 
Bookkeeper 
Carpenter 
Chef 
Cooks. 
Cook's helper 
Dishwasher's assistants 
Engineers .. 
Firemen ..... . 
Foremen laborers. . 
Foremen mess rooms 
Hospital scrubber. 
Hospital steward . . 
Entertainments 
Billiard table. 
Bagatelle table 
Pool tables 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
6 
1 
Marker of clothing 
Nurses' helpers 
Orderlies 
Painters .. 
Potato machine. 
Scrubbers . 
Shoemaker . 
Soapmaker 
Stablemen . 
Surgeon's helper 
Se~geants . . 
TalloI'. . .. 
Vermin killer. . 
Vegetables 
Waiters . . . . . 
Watchmen (1 day, 4 night). 
Total . . .. ... . 
Civilian Employees 
1 Housekeeper.... ... 
1 Kettle and kitchen cleaner. 
1 Laborer . . 
1 Laundress . . 
1 N mses (female) 
1 Nmses' helpers (male) . 
2 Seamstress. 
2 Stableman 
3 Tailoress 
2 Teamster 
3 Waiters and general helpers . 
1 Ward master and undertaker . 
2 
1 Total . . . . 
1 
Amusements 
1 
18 
3 
2 
1 
27 
1 
1 
1 
2 
10 
1 
1 
1 
9 
5 
116 
1 
1 
2 
1 
9 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
56 
1 trated papers in Library . . 2,418 
60 I Magazines, novels and illus-
1 Bound books. . 4,933 
2 Newspapers contributed 112 
At Headquarters . 
In Hospital . . 
Total 
31 
Visitors 
New Clothing Issued 
Blouses . 
Caps . 
Drawers (prs.) 
Hats (straw) 
Overalls. 
Overshirts 
Shoes 
395 Slippers (felt). . 
272 Slippers (leather) 
651 Stockings (prs.) 
480 Suspenders 
33 Undershirts 
947 Trousers. 
330 Vests. 
Post Office 
Number of letters and postal cards mailed. . 
Number of letters and postal cards received 
Number of newspapers and packages mailed 
Number of newspapers and packages received . 
Number of letters and postal cards mailed from office. 
Number of letters redirected and returned to carrier 
Pensioners, June 30, 1907 . 
Pensioners, June 30, 1908 . . 
Non-pensioners, June 30, 1908 
Total. . . 
2,737 
5,751 
8,488 
29 
45 
. 1,442 
357 
662 
582 
495 
.20,593 
. 30,175 
2,860 
. 18,975 
5,014 
294 
470 
488 
32 
520 
Admitted to the Hospital during ,the year, Average Sick, Absent, Present, Present and Absent, Gain by Admission, 
by Readmission, Loss by Discharge, Dishonorable Discharge, Dropped from the Rolls, 
Death, and Whole Number Cared for. 
" " , GAIN LOSS '0 .. ~~ ~ ~ ~ • -- - • • t 'l:l' ~.S 
btl ..!:i ~ ~ :}L~ g d ~,,~ 'l:l ~a .D~ 
. .s.!=: .~ ] E e!:l '@.~ ~ g ~ <1.l!J5. Q)~ S'"O 
Year Ending. "'0;:: rn ~ ~ o.~ .~ ~ .a o~ §::=..c Q)I"'""' ~I-o 
.s.g ~ g>g ~ ~~ 8 ~·S'" ~ {5 ~ 0,$ ~ 8 ~ .!3 .~ c;j 0:1 III ~ "'0 ~ _ ..... '-a :....H Q) _ 0 1:1 ~ 8-;~ t $ t w] < ""g ~ 0 O Q) ~S 0 .g ~ID ]~~ 
"'d +" ~ :> > > > 0:1 ~ ..3 0 ~ >.~ ~ 0 >. 0 d 1-0 t> 0:1 Q) 
.<,5. » ..: ..: ..: ..: ~ ..... Eo< ~ ~d ~J:: ~ Eo< ..... il< p-u » 
July 25,1883 79 1 89 90 248 10 258 102 26 17 21 166 92 258 
July 25,1884 55 2 92 94 118 40 158 102 11 16 13 142 108 250 
July 25,lR85 50 3 95 98 109 21 130 90 9 11 19 129 109 238 
July 25,1886 49 3 107 110 81 24 105 71 5 18 13 107 107 214 
July 25,1887 79 3 116 119 101 30 1,31 94 4 14 20 132 106 238 
July 25,1888 96 4 129 133 144 46 190 119 5 12 20 1.56 140 296 
July 25,1889 86 I 4 139 143 133 29 162 116 11 18 29 174 128 302 
July 25,1890 117 4 138 142 127 43 170 111 10 6 17 144 154 298 
July 25,1891 154 110 5 193 198 230 84 314 214 22 26 32 294 174 468 
.Tune 30,1892 156 107 3 198 201 249 137 386 293 29 45 30 397 163 560 
June 30, 1893 183 103 4 211 215 231 212 443 325 25 45 45 440 166 606 
June 30,1894 194 105 2 253 255 282 192 474 311 19 44 43 417 223 640 
June 30,1895 169 127 9 284 293 250 178 428 301 12 41 39 393 258 651 
June 30,1896 211 122 I 7 292 299 191 195 38(1 291 20 40 52 403 , 241 644 
Jlme 30 1897 209 104 I 17 319 336 221 153 37<4 232 6 22 33 293 322 615 
June 30; 1898 216 112 29 346 375 243 135 378 250 10 26 55 341 359 700 
June 30,1899 214 118 I 32 352 384 205 134 339 240 10 44 68 362 336 698 
June 30, 1900 202 122 36 341 377 189 118 307 207 8 24 48 287 356 643 
J une 30,1901 222 119 36 347 381 159 117 276 158 7 34 76 275 357 632 
June 30,1902 182 118 31 315 346 133 106 239 173 9 26 68 276 320 596 
June 30,1903 228 122 37 312 349 161 105 266 131 5 19 82 237 349 586 
June 30.1904 221 125 42 326 368 179 89 268 120 13 16 85 234 383 617 
June 30; 1905 247 142 51 371 422 194 106 300 94 28 14 94 230 453 683 
, June 30, 1906 182 147 62 388 450 158 82 240 97 29 10 99 235 458 693 
I 
June 30,1907 186 153 70 416 486 200 78 278 103 13 13 94 223 513 736 
J une 30,1908 192 158 ~I~ 505 151 70 221 87 15 ~~~ 520 734 
Totals, 4,687 2,534 7,221 4,432 361 618 1,290 6,701 l, __ ' J 
r 
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF MEMBERS IN SOLDIERS' HOME IN 
MASSACHUSETIS, JUNE 30, 1908. 
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NAME. Service. R ank. Age Na tivity. Admitted from 
____ ----------------1·----------------- 1----------1----
Abbot t , Henry J .. . ... . .. . 
AdamS, E lias A . . . .. . .. . ( 
Aikens William H . . .. . . . . 
Alden , 'William H . .. ... .. . 
Alexander, Andrew J . . . . { 
Aldrich Wells . ... . ...... . 
Andrew's, William H . . . . . . 
Anderson , Edwm A . ... .. . 
Annis, Horace A ... .... .. . 
Ames, Ma rcus F . ...... . . . 
Angell , Moses E .. ... ... . . 
A1yward , Job? H . .. ... .. . 
Aristide , Lams J .... .. . .. . 
Bacon, Charles A . . .. . .. . . 
Baker, Charles E . ... . ... . . 
Balmer, John ...... .. . . . . . 
Barnard, William R .... . . . 
Barrett, Eli .. .... .. . ... . ( 
Barter, Franklin A ....... . 
Barton , Willis H . ... . . .. ( 
Bates, Daniel D .... . . . . . { 
Bass, Benja!llin F .. ... , .. . 
Battis, y.'ilham L ... . . ... . 
Beal. Hiram ......... . ... . 
Benjamin, Charles W ..... . 
Bent, Charles M .. .. . ... . . 
Bent, Henry F ....... .. . f 
Berry, Asa T .... . . . . .. . . . 
Berry , William H . .. ... . { 
Bickers, James E . . . . . ... . 
Blarney, Richard B . .. . . . ( 
Bliss, Frederick D . .. . . . . . . 
Bowen , Charles F .. .. . .. . . 
Boyden, Decatur M .. . .. j 
Boylan, Matthew 
alias Bleyan ... . .... . 
Bradford, Albion .. .. . . .. . 
Bradley, George 
alias George Harden . . 
Bradshaw, Aaron . . ...... . 
Brady, Charles .. .. . . .. . . 
Bragdon, Sumner ... ... . . . 
Brainard, Michael. .... ... . 
Brayton, Charles F .... .. f 
Breen, Frederick . . ...... r 
Brennan, Daniel. .... . ... . . 
Brickley, Dennis . . . .... .. . 
Brimblecom, John W ..... . 
Brown, Caleb N ... . . . . . . 
Brooks, Henry D . . . . 
Brooks, Spencer L . . . . 
Brown, Benjamin T . . . . .. . 
Brown. Charles .. . .. ... .. . 
Brown , Charles A ... . . . . . . 
Brown, John B . . ... ... . . 
Bryant, Guilford 
alias Edgar Forrester .. 
Bryer , Al exander W ... . .. . 
Burbank. Willard W .. . .. f 
U.S. Na vy .. . ... . .... . 
K , 51 st Mass. InL . . . . . 
10th Unatt'd Inf ..... .. 
A, 54th Mass. InL . ... . 
D , 4th Mass. InL . .... . 
C, 45th Mass. InL . . .. } 
l4th Mass. L .A ... . . . 
Ord. Seaman 67 
} P. 67 
Corp . 68 
P . 69 
P. 64 
B , 21st Mass. Inr. . . . . . P. 77 
D, 15th Mass. Inr.. .. . . P. 69 
G, 2d Mass. Cav. .. .... P . 65 
U.S. Navy ... . . . . . . ... Sea man 65 
K , 7th Mass. Inf.... ... P. 64 
A, 1st Mass. H.A . . . . . . P . 69 
H , 50th Mass. Inf ...... P. 81 
U.S. Nav y .... . ... ... . 1st Class Boy 65 
I, 1st Mass. InL . . . . . . . Corp. 71 
I , 16th Conn. Inr. . . . . . P . 69 
C, 51st Mass. Inf.... . .. P. 73 
B , 4th Mass. H.A. .. . . . P. 83 
A, 27th N.Y. Inf. ...... I 
F , 10th N.J. Inf ....... . 
B , 1st Mass. H.A . .... . 
E, 53d Mass. Inf..... . . } 
G, 21st Mass. Inr. .... . 
D , 44th Mass. Inf. . . . .. } 
U.S. Navy ... . . .. ... . . 
H, 4th Mass. Inf. ..... . 
B, 1st Mass. Inf . . . . .. . 
I , 12th Mass. Inf .. .... . 
B , 40th Mass. Inf. ... . . 
B, 20th Mass. Inf . .. . . . 
B, 3d Maine Inf ....... } 
B, 17th Maine Inr. .. . . 
I , 19th Mass. Inf. .... .. 
D,lst Frontier Cav ... . } 
D,8th Mass. Inf .... . . . 
A, 45th Mass. Inf . .... . 
F and D, 3d Mass. Cav. 
B, 2d Mass. Inf. , } 
Spanish War .. . . . . 
I, 1st Vt. H.A . .... . . . . 
B, 29th Mass. Inf . . .. . . 
P. 
P . 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P . 
Mus. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P . 
P. 
Sergt. 
P. 
73 
62 
61 
74 
73 
75 
76 
74 
69 
74 
75 
68 
75 
36 
74 
64 
E, 7th R.I. InL . . . . . ..} Sergt. 
20th Vet. Res. Corps . . . 68 
D, 17th Mass. Inr.. .. . . 
E, 23d Mass. Inf. .... . . 
D, 16th U.S. Inf. .. .. . . 
K, 11 th Mass. Inf. .... . 
D, 29th Mass. Inf. .. ... . 
I, 3d Mass. Cav ...... . . 
G, 18th Conn. Inf .... .. 
E , 3d Mass. Inf. . . .. . . . 
15th Unattached .... . . . 
U.S. Navy, 
Spanish War . ... . . 
U.S. Navy ... ... .. . .. . 
C, 15th N.Y. Eng ..... . 
D, 8th Mass. Inf .. . . . . . 
B, 3d Mass. 1m .. . ... . . 
26th Mass. Inf . ... . .. . . 
H , 12th Mass. Inf. . .. . . 
E , 50th Mass. Inf . . .. . . 
F, 19th Mass. Inf .. . . . . 
10th Mass. Inf. Unatt'd 
K, 13th Vt. Inf. . ... . . 
A . lOth N.Y. Cav . ... . . 
D , 13 th Mass. Inf. . ... . 
P. 
P. 
71 
68 
P. 78 
P . 74 
Capt. 87 
Sergt. 69 
P. 63 
} Corp. 64 
I Seaman 42 
Ord. Seaman 67 
P. 68 
P. 71 
P. 68 
Mus. 72 
Sergt. 72 
P . 70 
P. 63 
P. 63 
P. 82 
P. 
P. 
60 
68 
F, 8th Mass. Inf. ... . .. } 
H , 61st Mass. InL .. . . P. 78 
[33] 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
R.I. 
Mass. 
N.H. 
N.S. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Maine 
Md. 
France 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Ireland 
N.Y. 
N.Y. 
Maine 
Vt. 
Vt. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
N .J. 
Mass. 
N.S. 
N.J. 
Vt. 
R.I. 
R.I. 
Ireland 
Mass. 
England 
Mass. 
Ireland 
Mass. 
Conn. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
N .B. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
England 
Mass. 
Vt. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
N .H. 
Boston 
Worcester 
Haverhill 
Randolph 
Southwick 
Hav erhill 
Worcester 
Boston 
Lynn 
Stoneham 
Boston 
\Veymouth 
Boston 
Lynn 
NewHaven ,Conn. 
WOl'cester 
Lynn 
Attleboro 
Boston 
Royalston 
Quincy 
Winchester 
Brockton 
Brockton 
Peabody 
Boston 
Melrose 
New York City 
Lynn 
Medford 
Holyoke 
Worcester 
Boston 
South Walpole 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Chelsea 
East Cambridge 
North Blackstone 
Malden 
New Bedford 
Chelsea 
Boston 
Lynn 
Waltham 
Boston 
Boston 
Rockland 
Boston 
Boston 
Revere 
Springfield 
Boston 
Boston 
Everett 
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF MEMBERS IN SOLDIERS' HOME IN 
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Burgess, Charles W ...... 1 A, 8th Mass. Inf ... . ... I Capt. 68 N.H. Lowell I , 30th Mass. Inf .... ... 
Burke, William A ... ... ... U.S. Navy .... ....... . Mus. 73 Mass. Watertown 
Burns, James .. .. .... ... . . U.S . Navy .. .......... Seaman 71 Mass. Boston 
Burr, George ... . 
.. ·· ···1 A, 3d Mass. lnf. . .. . ... I Lieut, 73 Mass. Worcester A, 25th Mass. lnf ...... 
Butler, Charles T .... . . ... 28th Maine lnf. ...... . P. 60 Maine Somerville 
Butler, Henry W . ... . . . .. A, 1st Conn. Ca'v ..... .. Mus. 74 Mass. Worcester 
Cahill , Michael. . . . . ....... D , 2d U.S. Art ........ Sergt. 72 Ireland Lynn 
Callahan, John J .. . . . .. . I H , 47th Mass. lnf . • ... . '1 P. 78 England Boston C, 56th Mass. lnf. ... . . 
Calnan. James 
alias John Coleman ... B, 1st Maine H.A .... . . P. 64 Mass. Boston 
Canning, SamueL . ..... .. . F, 33d Mass. Inf .... ... Corp. 64 Mass. Boston 
Carey , John ..... . ... ... . . D , 6th Mass. lnf ... ... . P. 81 Ireland Lowell 
Carney, Andrew P ....... 1 D, 13th U.S. lnf., I P. 33 Mass. Roxhury Spanish War . ... . . 
Carroll , John .... . ... . C, 24th Mass. lnf. ..... P. 73 Ireland Chelsea 
Carson , James H .. . ..... .. U .S. Navy .. . .. .. ... . . Landsman 60 Maine Boston 
Chalmers. John M .... . . . .. A, 2d Mass. Cav .... .. . P. 73 N.Y. New York 
Chase, James F .... I F, 1st Maine lnf. ...... I P . 63 Maine Boston F , 19th Maine lnf. ..... 
Churchill, Thaddeus . . . . 1 D , 39th Mass. lnf. . .... I Lieut. 85 Mass. Boston 3d U.S. C.T ..... .. . . .. 
Clapp, George W ..... . . . .. G, 40th Mass. lnf. . .... Sergt. 84 Mass. Chelsea 
Clark, Charles . ... . ... . ... U .S. Navy ....... .. ... Landsman 66 Mass. Charlestown 
Clark, Harvey O .. . ...•... E, 6th Vt. lnf ......... P. 65 Vt. Milford 
Clark , Henry B .... . . ... .. E , 34th Mass. lnf. ... .. P. 63 Mass. Spencer 
Clark , POl·tuS B ....•. ... i H , 6th N.H. lnf. . ... . . I P. 62 Vt. W estfield H , 9th N.H. lnf ... ... . 
Clark , Seth F . . . . .... . . . i I , 6th Mass. lnf. ..... . . i P. 64 Maine Lawrence I , 9th Mass. InL . ... ... 
Coburn, Charles E . . ...... H, 53d Mass. lnf ....... P. 66 Mass. Athol 
Coe , William A ........ . 1 3d Mass. L.A ...... . .. } P. 73 Conn. Boston U.S. Navy .... . .. .. .. . 
Colburn , Charles A ........ A, 15th Mass. lnf. ..... P. 71 Mass. Leominster 
Cole, George E ....... .. . U.S. Navy ...... . ..... Landsman 61 N.H. Boston 
Congdon, Levi Ie .. .. .. . I G, 4th Mass. InL ...... I P. 63 R.I. Taunton H, 18th Mass. lnf. ..... 
Conlin, St(fchen I D, 1st U.S. Dragoons . . I P. 71 Ireland Springfield alias onnelly ... .. . H, 3d U.S. Art ... .. . .. 
Constantinople, Alfred .... . H, 56th Mass. lnf ..... . P. 82 Vt. Boston 
Converse, Danforth L ... . . F and D, 31st Mass. Inf. Sergt. 68 Mass. N.H. 
Conway, Hu~ A .. .. ... F and M, 1st Mass. H .A. P. 75 Mass. Taunton 
Cook, Davis ..... . .... 
. ' 20th Mass. I nf. Unatt'd P. 67 Mass. Waltham 
Cook, Francis E ......... G, 46th Mass. Inf. . . ... Corp. 83 Mass. Brimfield 
Corcoran, Michael H . .. ... 2d Mass. L.A ... .. . . ... P. 73 Ireland Boston 
Corcoran, William . .. ...... H, 2d Mass. lnf. ..... .. P . 74 Ireland Lowell 
Cornell, James . .. ....... 1 H, 2d Mass. Inf. ..... . . I P . 60 R .I. Fall River H , 33d Mass. lnf ...... . 
Cowles , Rodney C . . . ... ... C. 46th Mass. lnf ... ... Corp. 70 Mass. Westfield 
Craddock, Hanson . ...... { M, 5th Mass. Inf. , I P. 30 England Boston Spanish War ... . . . 
Crafts, Jacob M ..... .. . .. . U.S. Navy ............ Landsman 61 Mass. Boston 
Craig, Samuel ....... . . ... U .S. Navy ... ......... Landsman 72 Mass. Boston 
Crawford , SamueL ........ E, 10th Mass. Inf ... . . . P. 72 Mass. Orange 
Creasey, Philip H ..... .... H , 6th U.S. Inf. . ... ... Sergt. 61 Mass. Newburyport 
Cronin , :Maurice . . . . .. . . . . . F, 24th Mass. Inf. .. . .. P. 68 I reland Boston 
Crouch , Elathan .. .. . ... . . I, 36th Mass. lnf. .... . . P. 63 Mass. Boston 
Crockett, George F . . . . .. . . 3d Mass. L.A . ...... . .. P. 70 Mass. Mansfield 
Cross, Elihu B ..... . .. . . 1 1(, 14th Maine lnf ..... I P. 64 Maine Medford 1(, 21st Maine lnf. .. .. . 
Crummer, James S ..... . .. C and G, 1st Del. lnf. . P. 65 Pa. Boston 
Cull , Edward J .......... { 
M, 21st U.S. lnf ...... . 
1 F, 7th U.S. Art ........ P. 43 Mass. Lowell Spanish War . .. . . • 
Cunningham, George B. T. 
alias Thomas Monaghan F , 2d Vt. lnf. .. . . . . . . . P. 67 Vt. Lincoln 
Cunningham, Michael .. ... H, 3d N.Y. lnf . ... .... P. 67 England W est Brookfield 
Curran, John H . .•..... . i 1(, 48th Mass. Inf. ..... ! P 60 Mass. Rhode Island L, 2d Mass. Cav . ..... . 
Daley, Cornelius . ......... B. 35th N.J. Inr. . . .. P . 76 Ireland Lowell 
[341 
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Daley , James W ... . . . . ·1 E, 3d U.S. InL ....... . } P. 61 Ireland Bost?n U.S. Navy . . . .. ...... . 
Dalton, William B ....... . 28th Mass. lnf .. . ..... Mus . 77 Mass. Somerville 
Damon , Daniel N .. . .... i C, 27th Mass. lnf . .. . .. } Sergt. 68 Mass. Boston U.S. Vet. Vol. ... . . .... 
Danforth , Henry F .... . . 1 H, 5th Mass. lnf . . . . . . . I Capt. 71 Mass. Boston D, 40th Mass. lnf. . ... • 
Dean, Charles B ........ . { F, 1st Mass. InL .. .. ... I P. 68 Maine Boston A, 23d Mass. lnf ....... 
Dean, Charles F .. ..... ... K , 19th Mass. lnf ... . .. P. 75 Mass. Rhode Island 
Derby , Theodore A ....... . 14th Mass. L.A ....... P. 67 Mass. Leominster 
Dermody, Malachi J. 
M, 9th Mass. Inf ....... Sergt. 75 Ireland Boston alias Matthew Topham 
Desmazes, George M ....•.. B, 1st Maine Inf .... . .. P. 58 Mass. Lowell 
Devine, James J. I A, 6th Conn. InL . ..... I P. 60 Mass. Boston alias James Dempsey 9th Mass. Inf. Una tt'd. 
Devine, John A ........... F, 61st Mass. Inr. . .. P . 62 Mass. Lowell 
Dillingham, Isaac R .... . .. H, lOth Maine Inf .. P . 72 Maine Brockton 
Dolan, William J ....... ' .' 8th Maine L.A ......... P. 67 N.B. Boston 
Dolliver, William H ..... } D, 32d Mass. InL ...... I Lieut. 76 Mass. Gloucester G, 3d H.A .... ........ 
Donnelly, John .... . . .. ... B, 29th Mass. Inf .. . ... P. 80 Ireland Boston 
Donnelly John F ....... { G, 17th U.S. Inf. , } P. 30 Mass. Boston '}r,anish War ... . .. 
Donovan, John J .. .. . . ... U.S. ay . .. . . . . . .... Landsman 77 Mass. Boston 
Dougherty, John J · .· ... I K, 3d R. . II.A .. ...... ) Sergt. 64 Mass. Boston 5th U.S . Vet. Vol. ... . . 
Dow, Simeon L ... . .. ... . . D, 14th N .H. lnr. ..... P . 66 N.H. Haverhill 
Doyle, Cornelius ......... . D, 35th Mass. lnf. . .... P. 65 Mass. Boston 
Doyle. Andrew 1st Class 
alias Andrew Sheppard U.S. Navy .......... .. Fireman 65 Maine Boston 
Doyle, John B . . . ... . ..... C, 42d Mass. Inf . .... .. P. 61 Mass. Boston 
Drake, George H . . . .... ... C, 6th Mass. Inf ..... . . P. 67 Mass. Easton 
Dresser, Geor!." N ..... .. .. F, 10th Mass. Inf. . . . .. P. 65 Mass. Boston 
Dresser, Elija W ......... K, 29th Mass. Inf ..... . P. 64 Mass. Georgetown 
Drugan, Joseph ....... .. K, 29th Mass. Inf. .. .. . P. 76 Mass. Dorchester 
Dube, Ambrose .. . .. .... U.S. Navy .. . ......... Seaman 68 Canada Chelsea 
Dudley, Charles . .......... F, 23d Mass. Inf. ..... P . 67 Mass. Boston 
Dunscomb , Thomas G ..... D , 1st Maine Vet. Inf .. P. 61 N.B. West Somerville 
Duston, James E . . .. .. .. . H, 19th Mass. Inf. .... . P . 80 Mass. Boston 
E dwards, John L ...... . . i H, 5th Mass. Inf ...... ) Corp. 72 Mass. Salem 4th Mass. L.A ...... . .. 
Eldridge, Joseph W .. . ... C, 16th Mass. Inf ....•. P. 65 Mass. Boston 
Elsasser, John ..... ... . ... B, 20th N.Y. Inf ....... P. 68 Germany Boston 
Elwell, James W .. .. . . . ... A, 3d Maine Inf. .. .. .. P. 74 Maine Leominster 
E mery, John A ....... . . i E, 1st Mass. Inf .. . ... . 1 P. 71 N.H. Boston E, 11th Mass. Inf. .. . . . 
Emery, John D. P ..... . .. E, 1st Mass. H.A .. . . . . P . 80 Mass. Gloucester 
E nglish, James W ....... i D, 2d U.S. Cav ...... . . ) P. 69 Maine Salem I, 6th Mass. Inf ........ 
English, John. " .. ... .. E, 7th N.H. Inf ... ..... P. 61 Mass. Boston 
Estes, Levi N ... . .. . ..... K , 25th Me. Inf. ....... P. 69 Maine Everett 
Evans , Franklin P .. .... .. U.S. Navy ........... Ord. Seaman 67 Mass. Fall River 
Fessenden, Albert W .... ! C, 43d Mass. InL ... I 2d Mass. H.A ... , .... . . P. 71 Mass. Lynn Vet. Res. CorEs . .... .. . 
Fiero, Frederick L .. .•.. . l B, 8th Mass. nf. ...... } Corp. 66 N.Y. Watertown, Conn. D, 10th Mass. Inf. .. .. 
Fillebrown, Oharles E .. ... I, 1st Mass. lnf. .... ... P . 70 Mass. Boston 
Fine, Franklin . ........ ... A, 3d Mass. Cav . . . . P. 70 France Boston 
Fisher, H enry ..... .... . .. B, 1st Mass. Inf . .. .... P. 70 Mass. Chelsea 
Fisk, Allen C .... . ...... 1 B, 3d Maine Inf. ... .. . l Corp. 63 Maine Boston H, 12th Maine Inf ..... J 
Fitzgerald , George E. 
alias Harry Allen ..... H, 4th N.Y. H.A . ..... P. 63 Vt. Fitchburg 
Fitzgerald, Michael. •••.. 1 B. 60th Mass. Inf, ., ... ) Corp. 74 Ireland Boston C, 28th Mass. Inf. ..... 
Fitzmorris, Barney ...... . . B, 25th Mass. Inf. ..... P . 69 Ireland Gardner 
Fitzpatrick, James .. ... i B, 18th Mass. I nf. ..... 1 P. 70 Ireland Providence. R,I, E, 22d Mass. Inf ....... 
Fitzpatrick , Thomas. 6th Mass. L .A . . . . P. 68 Mass. Brockton 
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Flaherty, Dennis .... . ..... A, 1st Vt. Cav .... . . . .. P . 67 Ireland Cambridge 
Flaherty , John . .. . .. . .... U.S. Navy . . .. .. . . .... Seaman 64 Ireland Boston 
Fleury, Louis Charles Oliver F, 17th Vt. Inf. . .. ... . P. 66 Canada Fitchburg 
Foley, Matthew .. . ........ 4th Mass. L.A ... .. P. 79 Ireland Boston 
Forbes, Patrick 
alias Farrington .. . ... M, 3d Mass. H.A .. . .... P. 63 Ireland Wakefield 
Ford, Henry ..... . .. . .. . 1 F, 12th V t. Inf. . ... . .. I Corp. 69 
I 
Vt. Dorchester F. Berden'. S.S ... 
Ford, Michael. .. .. ..... . . G, 4th Mass. H.A ...... P. 63 Ireland Weymouth 
Foster, Henry J . . ........ 133d N.Y. Inl. .... . ... Adjt. 72 Mass. Boston 
Foster, William ... . ....... F , 3d Mass. Cav ....... P. 61 Ireland Cambridge 
Foy, Ge11ce R. " ..... . .. . G, 1st Mass. Ini. .... .. P. 68 Ireland Boston 
French, oses C .. . ....... G, 10th Mass. Inf. .... . P. 65 Mass. Malden 
Frisby, Alonzo ............ M, 9th Ill. Cav ....... . P. 59 Wis. Adams 
Frye, Otis G. WoO .. . ... G, 2d Mass. H.A .. ..... P. 73 Mass. Barre 
Gallagher, Michael. ....... G, 99th N.Y. Inf ...... . P. 68 Irelana Boston 
Gaffney, Joseph F ....... 1 U.S. Navy , I Mess. Att. 30 Mass. South Boston Spanish War .... .. 
Gaines, Jesse 
alia. William Robinson K, 31st U.S. Col. Inf ... P. 65 Miss. Boston 
George, James F .......... K, 17th Mass. Inf ..... . P . 69 Mass. New Haven, Conn. 
Gardiner , William F . ....•. K, 12th N.Y . Inf .. . . .. Lieut. 81 N.Y. Watertown 
Garrity, Martin ........... U.S. Navy . ......... . Seaman 75 Mass. Boston 
Gassett, Augustus A ....... D, 11 th Mass. Inf ... . . . P. 62 Mass. Boston 
Geeremo, George . . .. ...... K, 35th Mass. Inf. ..... P. 70 Brussels Braintree 
Gerry, Henry C ......... . . D, 60th Mass. Inf. .. . . P . 63 R.I. Fall River 
Getchell , Charles F . . ..... . K, 1st Mass. H.A . .. .. P. 66 Mass. Chelsea 
Gibbs, John F . .. 
.. I 20th Mass. Inf. .. . .... I Mus. 81 Maine Boston C. 31st Maine Inl. . ... . 
Gifford, Henry M .... . ... . l{, 3d Mass. Inl. . ...... P. 70 Mass. New Bedford 
Gillis, John .... .. ... . ..... U.S . Navy ............ Landsman 78 C.Breton Cambridge 
Glas~ow, Arthur ........ . . I, 4th Mass. Cav .. . .... P. 64 Ireland Holyoke 
Glid en, Alvin F .......... B, 5th Mass. Inf ....... P. 64 Maine Chelsea 
Glfi.'n, Barney . . .....•. . .. A, 4th Mass. Inf ..... . . P. 66 Ireland Clinton 
G'l, John .. . ..... . ...... . H, 21st Mass. Inf . ..... P. 64 England Cambridge 
Golden, William E . . . . . . 1 G, 6th Mass. Inf., I P . 37 Pa. Lowell SJ'anish War ... .. . 
Gooding, George .......... H, 43 Mass. Inf. ...... P. 88 Maine Chelsea 
Goodrich, George E .. ... 1 D, 21st Mass. Inf. . .... I Lieut. 70 Mass. Boston I, 34th Mass. Inf ....... 
Gould, Sereno W . . ........ C{ 13th Vt. Inf ........ Corp. 84 Vt. Hopkinton 
Gourley, George N ........ I, 7th Vt. Inf ... . ..... Sergt. 65 N.H. Melrose 
Goward, Albert V . ...... . . E, 7th Mass. Inf. ...... P. 65 Mass. Boston 
Grant, Charles E ....... . 1 F, 5th Mass. Inf. ... . . . I P. 65 Mass. Dorchester C, 5th Ill. Inf ... . ...... 
Green, William S ... . .... I U.S. Army, Ordnance I 53 Mass. Boston Spanish War .•.. .. Sergt. 
Greenlaw, Moses W ....... I. 32d Mass. Ini. . ..... Sergt. 77 Maine Chelsea 
Griffin , John S . . .... oO .... D, 15th N.H. Ini. ..... P. 67 N.H. Lynn 
Griswold. George ....... . j A, 1st R.I. L.A . . ...... I Lieut. 73 N.Y. Boston 1st N.Y. H.A .......... 
Grover, Nathan M .. . ..... I, 18th Mass. Inf ....... P. 70 Mass. Brockton 
Green, Charles E . . . . .. . . 1 l{ , 1st N.H. H.A ...... . I P . 61 P.E.I. Lowell 1st U.S. Cav ....... . .. 
Hall, Samuel A ..... . ..... K, 42d Mass. Ini. ... . .. P. 74 Mass. Ware 
Harding, Charles W ..... . . 20th Mass. Inf. Unatt'd P. 69 Mass. Brockton 
Harmon, Edward R ... . . I E, 25th Maine Inf .. . ... I Sergt. 73 Maine Salem H, 32d Maine Inf . . ... . 
Harrington, Joseph J . . .... A, 51st Mass. Ini. ..... P. 82 Mass. Shrewsbury 
Hart, John H ....... . .... E. 4th Mass. Cav ...... P. 62 Mass. Springfield 
Harvey, John C .......... . D , 30th Mass. Inf. ..... Corp. 70 Mass. Boston 
Hayden. William A ....... 3d and 5th Mass. L.A .. P. 69 Mass. Chelsea 
Hazen, Nathan T ......... C, 19 th Mass. Inf. .... . P. 68 Mass. Newton 
Hearn, Samuel. .... ...... B, 5th Ohio Inl. . . ..... Corp. 66 Ireland Lynn 
Heath, Edwin C ... .... ... A, 56th Mase. Inr ...... P. 72 Vt. Boston 
Herlihy, David ..... . .. . .. U.S. Navy ... . ........ Boy 61 Ireland Millbury 
Hicks, George B ... . .... . . E , Unatt'd Maine Inf . . P. 78 N.S. Saugus 
Hif\.gins, Martin .... . ..... . U.S. Navy ............ M. atA. 73 Ireland Boston 
Hil , Edward L ........... A, 44th Mass. Inl. ... . . 
P. I 75 N.H. Templeton Hitchings, Marcus . ...•.•.. U.S. Navy ............ Ord. Seaman 63 Mass. Boston 
Hittenhime, Joseph W .. . I, 30th Mase. Inf. ...... P. 58 Mass. Boston 1 B, 61st Mass. Inf. . .. I 
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Hodge. Joseph H ... ... ... 7th Mass. L.A ......... P. 63 N.H. Boston 
Hoffman. Robert ......... U.S. Navl. ...... . .. . .. Landsman 74 N .Y. Attleboro 
Hogan . Ed ward W ........ B. 27th 1\ aine Inf. ..... P. 61 Maine Newton 
Holman. Albert G ... ...... D. 36th Mass. Inf ...... P. 77 Mass. Templeton 
Holmes , Walter .. . ....... U .S. Navy .. . .. . ...... Seaman 66 Mass. Dorchester 
Hood, George M . ... ...... E . 2d Mass. H.A ...... P. 64 Mass. Millis 
Hood, William H .... ..... U .S. Navy . . . ......... Landsman 68 Scotland Boston 
Hook. Marcellus L ...... .. D . 33d Mass. Inr. .... .. P. 64 N.H. Stoneham 
Howard. Richard .. . ... . E, 11th Mass. Inf. ..... P. 65 England Boston 
Howe, Edward W ....... 
'1 
A, 1st Mass. H.A ..... P. 62 Mass. Milford 
Huckins. William H . . . . C, 6th N.H. Inf. ....... } P . 65 N .H. Boston Vet. R es. Corps ....... 
Hughes. James . . ......... F . 1st W.Va. Cav ...... P . 72 Ireland Boston 
Hughes , Nelson .. . . 
·1 H. 2d Mass. H.A ....... } P. 62 N.S . Boston 17th Mass. Inf. ...... 
Higgins, Thomas F ...... 1 U.S. Navy, } Landsman 47 R.I. Cambridgeport Spanish War ..... 
Howe, Augustus M ........ K, 7th Mass. Inf. . . ... P. 74 Mass. East Bridgewater 
Jacobs, Daniel D .. . . .. .. . G, 60th Mass. Inf. .... P. 62 Mass. Somerville 
Jackson, Murray ...... .... U.S. Navy ... .. .. .. .. Landsman 65 Mass. Lynn 
J ellison; William T ...... .. G, 3d Mass. H.A ....... P. 60 !\lass. Boston 
J enkins, James K ........ F, 10th N.H. Inf. ...... P. 67 N.Y. Lowell 
Jewett, Henry T . .. .... U.S. Navy ..... . .. . .. . Landsman 65 Canada Boston 
J ohnson, Charles W . . . . . 1 1(, 52d Mass. Inf. ... . . . } P . 71 N.Y. Easthampton B, 194th N.Y. InL .. 
Johnson, Joseph H ....... G, 1st Mass. H .A ...... P. 75 N.H. Beverly 
Jones, Alexander .... , ..... B, 17th Mass. Inf ...... P. 74 Ireland Salem 
Jones, Joseph L ......... .. E , 3d Mass. H.A ...... . P. 79 Mass. Lowell 
Jordan, Neil ... . .. . . .... U.S. Navy ........ .. .. P. 70 Denmark Maplewood 
Karner, Warren G .. .... E, 49th Mass. Inf . . . . . Corp. 67 Mass. Pittsfield 
Keaton , George A ........ L, 3d Mass. H.A . . ... . . P. 64 N.H. New Hampshire 
Keelinf{ George F .. . ...... F, 24th Mass. InL .. P. 65 Conn. Conn. Kehi, arl. .............. D, 1st N.Y. Eng ..... P. 64 Germany Holyoke 
Kelly, Henry .... . . .... .. C. 49th Mass. InL . . ... P. 67 Ireland Dalton 
Kelley, John F . .. ... ..... B, 19th Mass. Inf . . .. .. P. 60 Mass. Boston 
Kendall , Thomas F . ....... G, 60th Mass. Inf. .... P. 74 Mass. Chelsea 
Kennedy, John ... . ... . . . B, 9th Maine Inf ...... P. 64 Ireland Chelsea 
Kenny, James ... . . . . 1 I , 34th Mass. Inf. . . .. . . 1 P. 64 Ireland Holyoke L, 1st Mass. Cav ..... . . 
Kennison, Benjamin R. 1 H, 12th Mass. Inf ..... . } P. 71 Maine Weymouth Vet. Res. Corps ........ 
Kent, John H. B . ...... . . G, 44th Mass. I nf. .. . .. P. 74 Mass. Watertown 
Kent, Louis A . .. .... U .S. Navy .... ..... .. . M.M. 70 Mass. Boston 
K ezer, Samuel. . . .. . . ... 1 A, 8th Mass. Inf. .... . . l P. 74 Mass. East'Boston A , 17th Mass. InL ... . . 
Kile}" John . ....... .... F , 1st Mass. Inr. ....... P. 70 Mass. East Boston 
Kim all, Charles H ... .. U .S. Navy .. . ..... .... Seaman 66 Mass. Lynn 
Kimball , William H . S .. . I A, 2d Mass. Cav ... . ... 1 P. 67 N.Y. Malden A, 4th Mass. Cav .. . ... 
Kimball, Selden .. . .... 16th Mass. L.A . .... .. . P. 62 N.H. St. Albans, Vt. 
King, James W .. . ... 
·1 D, 18th Mass. Inf ..... l P. 66 Mass. Boston C, 32d Mass. Inf . . ... 
King, John J .... . . U.S. Navy .. . ..... Ord. Seaman 66 Mass. Boston 
Kittredge, Malachi E .... 1 1(, 9th Mass. Inf., } P. 35 Ireland Clinton Spanish War .... .. 
Knight, Albert L . . .. .... H , 5th Vt. Inr. ........ P. 69 N.H. Boston 
Knowlton. Austin .. ..... 30th Unatt'd Mass. H.A. P. 83 Mass. Springfield 
Knowlton, William W .. 
·1 F, 6th Mass. I nf. . . .. l P. 67 Maine Boston L, 1st R.I. Cav . .. . . 
Laplante. William E ..... 1 F, 9th Mass. Inf., I P . 33 Canada Lawrence '}:f,anish WaT . ..... 
Lamont, Clement J ... . .... U.S. avy .. ......... Seaman 69 Belgium Somerville 
La Mountain , Peter ... . E. 6th Mass. Inf ....... P. 61 Vt. Lowell 
Lane. Andrew .. .. . .... .. 1 I, 8th Mass. Inf . ....... ! L, 3d Mass. Cav .. ... P . 62 Ireland Boston U.S. Navy . . .......... 
Lemay, Peter ............ . 1st and 9th Mass. L.A .. P. 70 Canada Fitchburg 
Letcher, John 1 E, 5th N.H. Inf ........ I P . 70 Canada Southbridge alias Jean Hetu ..... A, 14th Maine Inf. . 
Linquist, Josepb .. .. ... 
·1 I, 20th Maine Inf. .. . . I P . 67 Sweden Boston U.S. Navy ... ... . ... .. 
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Loud, Bron W ... . ....•.. H . 12th Mass. Inf ...... P. 63 Mass. Brockton 
Louder, 1ichael J ..... .... A and B, 2d R.I. Inf ... P. 72 Ireland Boston 
Loudon , Robert .. . .... ... I , 44th Mass. Inf. ...... P. 67 England Boston 
Low, Robert H ....... .... B , 55th Mass. Inf. .. ... P. 85 Md. New Bedford 
Lowell, Calvin ... . .. 
.. I I , 27th Mass. Inf ....... I P. 70 Maine Belchertown B 56th Mass. Inf. . . . ... 
Lynch, Charles . . . . .... . . 1 A, 63d N.Y. Inf ....... I P. 80 Ireland Boston U.S. Navy ..... . . .. ... 
~ch, John ..... .. ...... B , 30th Mass. Inf ...... p, 63 Maine Lowell 
air, Ebenezer D. , . . . . ... 11th Mass. L.A ... ..... P. 65 Mass. Boston 
Maloney, Edward . .... .. .. Hand E 19th Mass. Inf. P. 62 Mass. Lynn 
Mahoney, James T ..... .. . K , 1 st Mass. Inf. .... .. P. 66 Ireland Boston 
Manser, James E ..... . .... E , 40th N.Y. Ini. ...... C'?t. 67 Mass. Everett Marcellar, Frank ....... . .. F, 48th N.Y. Ini. ... ... 62 Canada Chelsea 
Marden, David .......... i G, 5th N.H. Inf ........ I p , 67 N.I-I. Boston G, 18th N.H. Ini. ..... 
Marland, Joshua ...... . ·1 I , 1st R.I. Inf., I P. 47 R .I. Everett Spanish War .... . . 
Martin, William G .. . .. .. . F, 21st Mass. Inf .... . . P. 78 Ireland Agawam 
Mason , Allen P ........ .. . K, 1st Mass. Ini. ... . .. P. 73 N.H. Boston 
Maxwell, Richard ...... . . . U .S. Navy ............ Q.M. 75 N.H. Boston 
Meader, James W ......... A, 8th Mass. Inf ....... P. 69 N.H. Newburyport 
Medbury, George C. 
N.Y. alias 1. Clifton Allen .. L, 20th N.Y. Cav ..... . P. 59 Somerville 
Metcalf, Charles A . . . ..... E and M,l1thKan. Cav. P. 72 Mass. Plainville 
McAllister, Benjamin F ..•. E, 8th Mass. Inf .... . .. P. 63 Mass. Reading 
McBay, Thomas .. . ..... . . 16th Mass. L.A ........ P. 66 Ireland Somerville 
McBride, John ....... .. . ) B, 57th Mass. Inf. ..... ! P. 67 Ireland Lowell B, 59 th Mass. Ini. ..... 
McCaffrey, Michael. . ..... . I, 20th Maine Inr. . .. . . P. 69 Ireland Boston 
McClusky, Hugh ......... . A, 6th Mass. Inf ..... .. P. 66 Ireland Lowell 
McCoy, Edward G . ...... . I, 9th N.H. Inf. ....... P. 64 N.H. Wakefield 
McCue, Francis P ...... . i U.S. Navy, } P. 53 Mass. Boston 
,anish War ... .. . 
McField, Joseph R ...... 1 c, 42 Mass. Inr. .. . . . . I P. 66 Mass. Chelsea A , 1st U.S. Eng ........ 
McGann, Michael. ........ U.S. Nav); ... ......... Ord. Seaman 70 R.I. North Attleboro 
McGrath, Terrance .. .. . ... B, 5th N. 'I. Inf. ...... P. 68 Ireland Chelsea 
McGuirk, Cornelius ...... 1 I, 16th Mass. Inf ....... ! P. 66 Mass. Cambridge A, 61st Mass. Inf . .. . .. 
McIlroy, John V ...... .. . . D , 42d Mass. Inf ....... P. 79 N.B. Chelsea 
Mclnnery, Daniel. ... . . . .. C, 156th Ill. Ini. .... . .. P . 66 Ireland Boston 
McLennon, Robert ... ..... U.S. Marine Corps ... . . P. 66 Canada Randolph 
McNally, Michael. .... . .. ( C, 45th Mass. Inr. ..... I P. 66 Ireland Boston 2d Mass. L.A .......... 
McPhee, Peter .... ...... i K , 5th Mass. Inf., I P. 38 P.E.I. West Newton 1r,anish War . .... . 
McVarish, Randall. .. .... . U.S. avy ............ Q. Gunner 71 C.Breton Gloucester 
Miles, Joseph H ........... 9th Mass. L.A ...... . . . P. 72 Vt. Whitman 
Montague, Francis ... ..... 10th Mass. L.A . . ...... P. 72 England Fort Orange, Fla. 
Moody, George F ........ . U.S. Navy ............ Landsman 62 Maine Boston 
Moore, Otis . .. ... . ... . ... p, 52d Mass. Inf ....... P. 80 Mass. Enfield 
Morgan, Benjamin E ...... A, 19th Mass. Inf .... .. P. 65 Mass. East Boston 
Morris, George T .......... K, 5th Vt. Inf .... . .... P. 64 Canada Boston 
Morris, Timothy 
alias Morris O'Brien ... U.S. Navy . . .......... Seaman 73 Ireland South Boston 
Morrison, Seth ............ F, 4th Mass. Ini. ...... P. 79 Maine Boston 
Morse, Seward P .... , ..... G, 10th Maine Inf ...... P. 81 Maine Lowell 
Munroe, Lewis .......... 1 I, 19th Mass. Inf ....... } P. 69 Canada Tewksbury H, 23d Mass. Inf .. . .... 
Murphy, James." .......... U.S. Navy .. ... ... . ... Landsman 64 Mass. Boston 
Murphy, Martin V .... . ... K, 26 th Mass. Inf ...... P. 65 Mass. Wrentham 
Myers, Christopher .. .. . . .. C, 25th Mass. Inr. .... . P. 65 Germany Maynard 
Newhall , Charles A ..... ... K , 19th Mass. Inr. ..... P. 73 Mass. Saugus 
Newton, Thomas ........ .. B, 9th Mass. Inf .. .. . .. P. 72 Ireland Boston 
Newton, William ........ .. B, 31st Mass. Inf ...... Corp. 65 Ireland Boston 
Nolan, Patrick ........ • ... G, 28th Mass. Inr. ..... P. 85 Ireland Belmont 
Norris, George M ... ..... . B, 24th Mass. Inr. ..... Corp. 77 Mass. Cambridge 
Norton, Henry C ...... .. . . H, 70th Ill. Inf .. .... .. P. 66 N .Y. Lynn 
Nourse, Milton ..... ..... . G, 47th Mass. Inf. .. ... P. 63 Mass. Lynn 
Noyes, Dana W ......... l G, 49th Mass. Inf ...... } Sergt. 70 Mass. Williamstown M. 13th N.Y. H.A ..... 
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Nutting, Freeman E .. , .. { G, 27th Mass. Inr. ... . , i Corp. 70 Mass. F lorence 19th Vet. Res. Corps .. , 
O'Brien, Dennis .. U.S. Navy ..... .. ... . . Landsman 62 Mass. Boston 
O'Brien, Michael .. ... ..... g.~8i1,aM':s~: 'I;'!::: : : : 2d C.Fireman 65 Ireland Boston O'Connor, Danie!. . , . .. . . P. 73 Ireland Boston 
O'Connor, Emmett ..... . . K, 3d Mass. H.A ... .. .. P. 60 Mass. Boston 
O'Connor, Robert ... ..... 18th Mass. Inf. Unatt'd P. 61 Ireland Boston 
O'Donnell , John, .. .... .. . 57th Mass. Inr. , ....... Sergt. 67 Ireland West Medway 
Ogden, James . . .......... D, 40th Mass. Inf .... . . P. 75 England Chelsea 
O'Neil , John . ... ... ...... I, 24th Mass. Inr. . ..... p, 66 NTland Newton, Pa. 
Orcutt , John C ....... . ... A, 20th Mass. Inf , .... . P. 76 Mass. Melrose 
Ormond, Joseph H .. . , .... A, 22d Mass. Inf ...... . P. 70 Mass. Boston 
Palmer , Peter P . .. .. . .... E, 19th Mass. Inr. . . ... P. 61 England Melrose 
Parker , George T . ........ G, 17 th Mass. Inr. .. .. . P. 67 Md. Portsmouth, N.H. 
Parkhurst, George . .. ..... B , 50th Mass. Inr. ..... P. 63 Mass. Gloucester 
Parkhurst, Silas B .. . ..... I , 7th Iowa Cav .. .... . P. 92 Mass. Milford 
Parrizo, Eubert J . 
alias Joseph Rolle . . ... U.S. Navy ........ ... . Landsman 60 Canada Boston 
Partrid~r Edmund F .... , I , 45th Mass. Inr. ...... Mus. 63 Mass. Worcester 
Patch, benezer M ... .. . .. A, 36th Mass. Inf . ..... P. 62 Mass. Leominster 
PatchFl saac .. . .... ....... F, 4th Mass. Cav ...... P. 76 N.H. Chelmsford 
Paul, rank .... .. .... .... F, 2d N.H. Inf. ..... . . P. 65 Canada Lancaster 
Peach, Lewis H ........ ... 27th Unatt'd Mass. Inr. P. 72 Mass. Salem 
Pease, George H .. ...... { 25th N.H. I nf ... ... .. . } P. 67 Maine Lynn U.S. Navy ......... . .. 
Pease, William S ........ .. D, 1st Mass. Cav ....... P. 68 Mass. Meriden, Conn. 
Peeker, James ... .. .. .. . . . K, 5th N.H. Inr. .. .. .. P. 68 Mass. Lynn 
P edrick, John D ....... . .. H , 10th N .H. Inr. .... . P. 60 N.H. Lowell 
P edrick, Joseph W ...... { I, 5th Mass. Inr. . ...... } Corp. 64 Mass. Milford 16th Mass. L.A . . ...... 
Pierce, William ... . ....... 14th Mass. L.A . ....... P . 71 England Boston 
Pierce , Thurston W .. ..... 17th U natt' d Mass. Inf. P. 63 Mass. Lynn 
Perry, Asa T ... . ...... . .. E, 12th Mass. Inf ...... P. 70 Mass. Marlboro 
Peterson, Stephen S . . ..... Col. Middleton's Eng's. P. 71 Mass. Nantucket 
Pettee, Charles A .. .... . . . F, 4th Mass. Inr. ... ... P. 63 Mass. Foxboro 
Pettingale, J ames K .. .. ... lIth Mass. L.A ... . ... . P. 70 Mass. Norwood 
Phaneuf, Wilfred W ... . . { M, 7th U.S. Inf., } P. 31 N.H. Boston S'M'nish War .. .... 
Phelan, William. J r . ...... G,3d a ss. H .A .. .. ... P. 76 Mass. Taunton 
Phelps. Oscar B . . ....... . G , 57th Mass. Inf ...... P. 69 N.H. Maynard 
Phillips, William L ...... . . U.S. Navy ..... ... .... P. 63 Mass. Boston 
Phillips, Alexander ........ A and B, 12th Mass.Cav. P. 67 Scotland Lynn 
Pickford , Job . . .. . ....... . A, 2d Mass. H.A ....... P. 68 England Boston 
Place, Samuel W .......... E. 4th Maine Inf .... ... Sergt. 68 Maine Gloucester 
Polson , Alexander, Jr ..... U.S. Navy .... . ....... Seaman 65 Mass. Boston 
Powell, John D. N. R, .... 39th U .S. Col. Inr. ..... Sergt. 75 Va. J3oston , 
Powers, Patrick W .... .. { U.S. Navy. , .... . .. . .. ~ Fireman 35 N'f'land Charlestown Spanish WaT . ..... 
Pratt, Albert D ...... .. . .. K, 2d Mass. H .A .. . ... . P. 62 Mass. Brockton 
Pratt, John E ... . ........ F, 35th Mass, Inf ... ... P. 74 Maine Boston 
Pray, Seth T 
Landsman alias Charles Thompson U.S. Navy .. . ......... 61 Mas •. Quincy 
Predel , Henry { I, 29th Mass. Inr. ..... . } P. 74 Germany CharlestoT , alias Brede!. ........ I, 35th Mass. Inr. ...... 
Prime, James ....... ...... H, 7th Mass. Inr. ... . . . P. 75 England Foxboro 
Prince, Lewis E . .. ........ G, 1st Mass. Cav ...... . P. 63 Mass. Provincetown 
Prue, Peter . . . . .......... G, 2d Mass. H.A .. . .... P. 70 Canada Millbury 
Purcell, Philip .. ... . ..... . E , 1st Mass. Cav .. . .. .. P. 72 R.I. Rhode Island 
Pye, John F ........... ... 4th Mas.. Inf... . . . . . . . P. 65 P.E.I. Boston , Quinlan, P atrick .... .. ... . 12th Mass. L.A ..... . . . Sergt. 69 Ireland Boston 
Ramsdell, William H .. .. .. H, 21st Mass. Inr. ..... P . 64 Mass. Lynn 
Randall, Albert A ... .... { K, 1st Mass. Inf. ...... } P. 66 Mass. Boston I , 61st Mass. Inr. ... ... 
Ransom, Wallace B . . .. . { 3d and 5th Mass. H.A .. } Lieut. 69 Mass. Boston 27th Unatt'd Mass. H.A. 
Rati~n, Edward . ........ B, 51st Mass. Inf. ..... P. 82 Ireland Worcester 
Rate ord, John D ........ B, 29th Mass. Inr. . .... P . 71 Mass. Boston 
Ravenot, Octave P. F •. • .. 75th Ill. Inr. ... . ...... Surgeon 87 France Boston 
Redding, Joseph ..•.... . .. U.S. Navy ... , . .. . . ... Ord.Seaman 75 Mass. Boston 
Reed, Gustavus L. I B, 7th Mass. Inr. ...... P. } 72 Mass. New Bedford alias George Simonds I, 2d Mass. Cav .... .. .. Sergt. 
R~ed . 'Yi~liam H . 
aZUls Wilham H. McMlChael D , 8th Mass. Inf. .... P. 77 Mame Boston 
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Richardson, I saac C ... . . . . B. 10th N.R Inf. ..... P. 85 Vt. Melrose 
Riley, James ............ . F, 30th Mass. InL . .... P. 66 Ireland Lowell 
Ritchie, James C .......... B. 30th Mass. Inf. ..... P. 63 N.H. Lowell 
Rivers, Charles C .. . ...... 11 th Mass. InL ....... . Lieut.-Col. 67 Maine Boston 
Robbins, John M ...... . . j A, 15th Mass. I nf ...... 1 P. 70 Mass. Leominster Vet. Res. Corps . ....... 
Roberts, Charles J . ... .... C, 132d Ill. InL . ...... P. 61 TIl. Somerville 
Roberts, Ebenezer F .... { I , 4th Mass. InL .... .. . 1 P. 70 Mass. Lynn A, 7th Mass. InL ...... 
Roberts, Martin W ....... G, 42d Mass. InL ... . . P . 71 Maine Boston 
Roche, Michael. . . . ... .. .. G, 48th Mass. I nL . .. . P. 69 Ireland Waltham 
I C, 4th Mass. InL ..... } Lieut. 69 Mass. "Varren Rogers, Andrew P ... ... . 1 F, U.S. C. T .. ..... . .. 
Rogers, Joseph H ......... C, U.S. Eng's ...... . .. P. 67 Mass. Boston 
Rollins, E lisha E ... .. .. . { F, 2d Vt. InL ... ..... 1 Corp. 67 Vt. Boston General Service Corps .. 
Rugg , Charles F . . . ....... I , 1st U.S. Cav ........ P. 60 Mass. WOJ'cester 
Rupert, Charles ...... . .... H, 16th Mass. InL ..... Lieut. 74 Mass. Boston 
Russell, James S . .... .. ... I, 57th Mass. InL ...... P. 71 Mass. Lynn 
Rutter, Robert ... ..... "- U.S. Navy ........... . P. 70 N.S. Chelsea 
Ryan, James .. ........... B, 24th Mass. Inf . . .. .. P. 72 Mass. Wareham 
Sackett, Austin D ....... .. C. 46th Mass. I nf . .. ... P. 63 Mass. Westfield 
Sackett, Henry A . .... . ... U.S. Navy .. ... . . ..... Fireman 69 Mass. Holyoke 
Sampson, Albert P ........ U.S. Nay ....... . .. . . Ensign 77 Mass. Bedford 
Sawyer, Albert ... .. ... . ( M, 3d R. . H.A .... . . . . } P. 67 N.B. Framingham E, 3d U.S. Art . . ....... 
Sawyer, Isaac , Jr . . .... ... U.S. Navy . .... . ... ... M.M. 72 Mass. Boston 
Schiebel , Conrad . ...... ... 79th N.Y. Inf . . . . ..... Band 71 Germany Boston 
Schultz, Charles. ..... C, 35th Mass. I nL ... . . P . 68 Germany Chelsea 
Sears, Joseph H ...... . ... G, 6th Mass. InL . . . ... P. 71 Mass. Plymouth 
Sears, Joseph L .. . .... . .. . Ii, 24th Mass. InL ..... P. 83 Canada Newton 
Sheldon, Hollis W ........ . Ii, 4th Vt. Inf ..... .. Corp. 65 Vt. Winchendon 
Sheehan, William ... . ... . . E, 56th Mass. Inf ...... P. 63 Mass. Boston 
Sheridan, Michael H ...... U.S. Navy . . . .... . .... M. atA. 67 Mass. Stoughton 
Sherwin, John C. W. T. M. B, 32d Mass. InL ...... P. 85 Mass. Orange 
Shields, William ... ....... E, 45th Mass. InL ... .. P. 66 Ireland Boston 
Shorey, Joel L .... . ..... . . A, 16th Mass. Inf ... . . Corp. 68 Mass. Worcester 
Simpson. George F .... .. { E, 3d Mass. Cav ...... 1 P. 70 Mass. Medway Vet. R es. Corps ....... 
Small, Edwin E ........... K, 18th N.H. InL . .. P. 59 N.H. Dorchester 
Small, Owen .. ...... . .... U.S. Nan; . ....... . . .. Ord. Seaman 63 Ireland Boston 
Smith, Adelbert . . ...... . . A, 20th ass. Inf ... . Corp. 69 N.Y. Attleboro 
Smith, Charles G .. ...... . . U .S. Navy ..... ...... . Seaman 71 Mass. Vineyard Haven 
Smith, Charles S . .. .... { U .S. Navy, 1 Mess. Att . 34 Va. Boston Spanish War . ..... 
Smith, Daniel, Jr. . . .. . .. G, 10th Mass. Inf. ... . . P. 66 N.Y. Southbridge 
Smith. Eugene H .... . .... B, 137th Ohio Inf ...... Sergt. 66 Mass. Boston 
Smith, George H .. . ...... G, 8th Mass. Inf. .. . ... P. 89 Mass. Haverhill 
Smith , Hendrick L ... .. . j G, 12th Maine InL .... . } P. 63 Maine Boston B, 1st Mass. H.A ... ... 
Sm'th, James .. . .. ... . . { U.S. Navy ... ..... . ... I P. 67 Mass. Lowell 1st F rontier Cav .... . . , 
<:) "ith, John K .... ... .. . . I, 2d R.I. InL. ...... . . P. 67 N.B. Boston 
Sm ' h, John T . .. ...... . G, 34th Mass. I nL .... Corp. 66 Ireland Westfield 
Smith, John W ... . .... . . B, 11 th Mass. InL . ... P . 64 Mass. Lowell 
Smith, Joseph . ..... .. j U.S. Marine Corps . I P . 49 Ireland Boston Spanish War . .. . . 
Smith, Patrick ......... . j B, 7th Mass. InL . . ... I P. 77 Ireland Fall River Vet. Res. Corps ...... . 
Smith, Reuben .... . . . . . . A, 3d Mass. InL . . . .. .. P. 72 Maine South Weymouth 
t:lmith, Samuel. ........ ... F, 33d Mass. InL .... .. P . 70 England Lowell 
Smith, Silas S ... . . . . . . . . . H, 29th Mass. Inf. ..... P. 70 Mass. Lynn 
Snell, Henry L ..... .. .... B, 42d Mass. InC . .... P. 80 Mass. West Medway 
Snow, Edgar ... .......... B, 2d Mass. Cav .... .. . P. 76 R.I. Boston 
Snyder, Andrew .... .. ... { D, 3d N.J. InL ...... 1 P. 74 N.J . Boston Vet. Res. Corps ... . . . : 
Spaulding, William A . . ... H, 43d Mass. Inf . . . . ... P. 66 Mass. Cambridge 
Spear , Benjamin A . .. . .. { I, 1st Mass. l nf .... f Corp. 69 Mass. Chelsea K , 57th Mass. InL .. . .. 
Spofford, Amos L .. . . . . . 1 A, 8th Mass. Inf. , } P . 52 N.Y. Georgetown Spanish War ... . . 
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Stebbins. Justus .......... E, 36th Mass. Inf ..... . P. 64 Mass. Boston 
Steele, Henry W . ........ . H, 47th Mass. Inf. . . ... Sergt. 68 N.B. Boston 
Stetson, Charles M ........ I, 42d Mass. Inf ... . . . P. 63 Mass. Boston 
Stevens, Charles H ........ U.S. Navy ........ 2d C.Fireman 75 Mass. Springfield 
Stevens, Ezra H . . ........ U.S. Navy ... ...... . .. 1st Class Boy 62 Mass. Cambridge 
Stevens, Daniel W ...... . . K, 14th Maine Inf ..... P . 61 Maine Lynn 
Stevens, James H ... , •... , H, 12th Mass. Inf ...... P. 77 Mass. Weymouth 
Stimpson , Edward A ... . . . C, 13th Mass. Inf ...... P. 77 Mass. Boston 
Strickland, Erastus H ... .. C, 37th Mass. Inf .... . . P. 72 Conn. Waterbury, Conn. 
Stowell , Frank ...... . .... . G, 2d Mass. Cav ....... P. 73 Vt. Boston 
Story, Benjamin F .. ...... 5th Mass. L.A ...... .. . P. 75 Mass. Cambridge 
Straw, William C ......... B , 2d Mass. Inr. ....... Sergt. 71 Mass. Everett 
Sullivan, William ..... . .. ( U.S. Marine Corps, } P. 52 Ireland Boston Spanish War .... . • 
Sweetland, James E . ...... A, 1st Mass. Cav . ...... P. 60 Mass. Dana 
Swallow. Thomas J . ....... A, 5th Mass. Inf ... . .. P. 59 Mass. Everett 
Taylor , Augustus . . ..... . . C, 1st Conn. H.A ... . .. P. 68 N.Y. Jamaica Plain 
Temple, Henry W ....... l F, 34th Mass. Inf. . .. . . } P . 66 Mass. Sunderland A, 24th Mass. Inf. ..... 
Thomas, George N. B .... H, 39th Mass. Inf. ..... P. 66 Mass. Dorchester 
Thompson, Thomas ..... . . U.S. Navy ......... . .. Seaman 77 N.J. Chelsea 
Thompson, George E . . .... K , 49th Mass. Inf. . .. .. P. 73 Mass. Lynn 
Thompson, William J .... l D, 8th Mass. Inf. .... } P . 70 Mass. Lynn L, 1st Mass. L.A ....... 
Thyne, Francis A ... . .. .. K, 3d Iowa Inf. .... P. 81 W.lndies Springfield 
Tierney, Michael 
alias M. M. Fitzpatrick I, 20th Maine Inf .... . . P. 66 Ireland Boston 
Tinkham , George B . ...... D, 18th Mass. Inf ...... P. 75 Mass. Middleboro 
Todd, William H ... ...... E, 6th Vt. Inf. ...... . . P. 61 Canada Boston 
Tracy, Abner. ........... B. 3d N.Y. Inf. .. ..... P. 63 N.S. Lynn 
Tuck, Joseph .. . ........ 1 15th U .S. Inf. ....... . . } P. 61 Mass. Haverhill 3d Battery .... .. . ... .. 
Turner , John ............. 4th Unatt'd Mass. Inf . . P. 62 Mass. Springfield 
Turnbull , George S ..... . . U.S. Navy ... .. ...... 2d Class Boy 64 Mass. Boston 
Tuttle, James S., 
alias Jos. S. Smith ... U.S. Navy ............ Coal Heaver 63 N.H. Boston 
Van Blarcom, John . . . . ... M, 1st N.J. Cav . ....... Corp. 74 N .J .. ... Malden 
Van Horn, Velette W .... D , 46th Mass. Inf ...... P. 66 Mass. Springfield 
Walker , Samuel. ......... G, 30th Maine Inf ...... P. 62 Scotland Lowell 
Walsh, John J ......... " U.S. Navy ..... . . ... .. Ord. Seaman 77 Ireland Boston 
Warren, Edward J ...... A, 5th Mass. Inf. ...... P. 76 Mass. Salem 
Warren , John E . .... .... ( L , 1st R.I. Cav ........ } P. 66 Mass. Boston L , 1st N.H. Cav .. ... .. 
Warren, Oliver H ..... ... , D . 12th Maine Inf ..... P. 68 Maine Holliston 
Washburn , Edwin B 19th Mass. Inf. Unatt'd P. 72 Mass. Boston 
Watson, ~rus P .. ........ A, 32d Mass. Inf ....... P. 77 N.H. Boston 
Watson, alachi ......... F, 28th Mass. Inf.. P. 66 Ireland Boston 
Watts , John M . ......... { D, 13th Mass. Inf. ..... } Corp. 72 Mass. Boston F , 17th Mass. Inf. .. 
Webber, Daniel M . . ...... K, 9th Vt. Inr. . .... . . . P. 70 Vt. Woburn 
Weeks, Roswell N ..... ... . U.S. Navy .. ......... . Seaman 72 N.H. Winchendon 
Welch, John ............. ( B, 19th Mass. Inf. . . ... } Sergt. 64 Mass. Charlestown K , 4th Mass. Inf. .. . ... 
Wentworth, George E ..... 11th Unatt'd Mass. H.A. Sergt. 67 Mass. Lynn 
Wheeler, Henry ......... 1 A. 21st Maine Inf ...... I P. 62 Mass. Boston I, 19th Mass. Inf ....... 
West, William H .. ...... ( . E, 8th Mass. InL . .. ... I P. 71 Mass. Salem 2d Unatt'd Mass. Cav .. 
Wheeler. Hiram E ..... . .. F, 4th Mass. H.A . .. ... P . ~~! Mass. Holliston White, James . . . . .......... G, 52d N.Y. Inr .... Corp. Ireland Cambridge 
White, Joseph Frederick ... C, 6th Mass. Inr. . .. . .. P. 75 England Hyde Park 
Whitman, athan B ... ... C, 1st Mass. H.A . .... .. P . 79 Mass. Dorchester 
Whitney, Isaac ........ .. . I, 153d N.Y. Inf. ...... P. 69 Vt. Lowell 
Whitney, Nathan ...... . . . D, 2d Ill. L.A . . ..... .. P. 63 Maine Malden 
Whitney, Phineas .... ..... ·U.S . Navy ............ Landsman 64 Mass. . Boston 
Wilder, Charles H .. .. ..... A, 15th Mass. InL .... P . 66 Mass. Leominster 
Wiley. Baxter 1. .. ... ..... E, 8th Mass. Inf. ... P. 59 Mass. . Saugus 
Wilkinson, Richard H ... ( E, 2d U.S. Art. , I P. 34 Mass. Boston Spanish WaT . . .... 
Williams, Addison J ....... K, 42d Mass. Inr . ...... P. 75 Mass. Worcester 
Williams, Charles H .. . .... G, 2d N.H. Inr. . ... P. 66 N .H. F itchburg 
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Wilson, Stephen .. ........ U.S. Navy . . . . . ....... 1st Class Boy 81 Va. Boston 
Winsor , Gershom C ....... 45tMMass. Inf . ... .... . 1st Lieut. 70 Mass. Boston 
Wood. Thomas .. . . ....... 1st U.S. Art ......... .. Mus. 78 W.lndies Chelsea 
Woodbury, Charles F .... { G, 1st Maine Inf ....... I Corp. 66 Maine Quincy H, 30th Maine Inf .... . 
Woodbury, Robert A •...•• K, 29th Mass. Inf .... . . P. 59 Maine Lynn 
Woods, John ... . ... . ..... D, 29th Mass. Inl. ... . . P. 66 Ireland Lynn 
Wright, Archibald D ...... C, 15th Mass. Inl. .. ... Sergt. 63 Scotland Roxbury 
Worthington , Alfred ..... { 1st Mass. Cav .. .... . . l Farrier 69 Conn . North Attleboro D, 4th Mass. Cav ... . .. 
W yatt, William C . . .. .. ... 3d Mass. H.A .... .- .... P. 69 Mass. Boston 
York . Benjamin F ........ B , 36th Mass. Inf. .. . .. P. 72 Mass. Melrose 
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Allen, Amos T .. . .. . ..... , 
Alexander, Giles R ...• . .. 
Bacon, George C .. . .... . . 
Ball, Barnabas E . ...... . 
Barry, Charles A ........ . 
Berry, Martin .... . ..... . 
Bodett, Eli .......... . .. . 
Brown, Moses P ..... . .. . 
Chase, Frank A ........ . . 
Clark, Lorenzo . ... . ..... . 
Cokely, Humphrey . .. ... . 
Collins, Michael. ...... . . . 
Corson , Charles H ....... . 
Creadin, Cornelius ....... . 
Creamer, Lawrence ...... . 
Crowley, William ....... . 
Cruikshank, Thomas .... . 
Curtis, HenrylW ..... . .. . 
Davis, Jefferson H ... .. . . 
Dolan, James S .. . ..... ' . 
Douglas, George 
alias George Stevens. 
Durgin, Daniel E .. .. . . . . 
Durgin, Thomas L .. .. . . 
Dwyer, James D ........ . 
Easterbrook, Edward C .. . 
Edes, Cromwell T . . ..... . 
Edwards, Warren H ... . . . 
Ellis, Joseph H ........ . . 
Everett , James H .. . .. . . . 
Ferren, Moses . ... . 
Field, Warren S . ..... . . . 
Frank, Joseph ... .. ..... . 
Forbush,Edwin A ..... . . 
Gately, Thomas ... . .... . 
Gibbs, Isaac . ... . ...... . 
Green~ John M .. .... .... . 
Hatch, Charles H ....... '1 Hatlinger, Joseph J ..... . 
Hyzer. Henry J ...... . .. . 
Illsley, Johnathan C .. •... 
Service. 
E, 88th TIl. lnf. ............. . .... '1 
I , 1st Mass. Cav .......... .. . . . • ... 
B, 4th Mass. H.A ......... .. .... . . . 
3d Brig., 2d Div., 2d Corps ........ . . 
10th Mass. L.A .... . ..... . .... . . .. . 
B , 19th Mass. Inf. and Vet. Res. Corps 
E, 28th Mass. Inf .... . .... . . ", . " . 
A , 25th Mass, Int. , , . , . . , , , , . . . , , , . 
10th Mass. L,A". , . , , . , .. , •. , . . , , , 
D, 74th N .Y. Inf .. ...... , .. . , . .... . 
H, 35th Mass. Int. .... , . . . . . . .. . .. . 
D, 2d Mass, H.A, . , . ,. , .. 
B, 1st Mass. Int. .. , .. . . . 
F, 9th Mass. Inf , ., . . . 
G , 9th Mass. Int.,. , ....... , ... , , , . 
M, 6th Mass, Inf., Spanish War, ... ,. 
H, 4th Mass Int.,.".", . .. "", . · 
C, 27th Mass. Inf. . , .. , , ... , , , , . , , , 
H, 54th Mass, Inf. .... , , . . . , , , , . .. , 
E, 6th Mass, InL, Spanish War . .. ' , , . 
U,S, Navy ............. " .. . . ,·· 
I, 60th Mass, Inf.",.,. , , . , .. , , , 
U.S, Marine Corps" Spanish War .. " 
U .S. Navy, Spanish War., . ... """ 
I, 4th Mass, H.A,.",., . . .. , .. , .. , , 
C. 22d Mass, Int. ' ..... . 
B, 9th N.H, Int. . ......... . 
B, 5th U,S, Inf., Spanish War"., .. 
D, 13th Mass, Inf. . .. . . 
H , 7th N,H. Inf.. , .. . 
G , 40th Mass, Inf.., , . . , . , . , . . 
B, 28th Mass, Inf. .. , .. .... .. . " .. 
B, 2d Mass. Cav" .. . ..... " .. · , ·,· 
E, 22d Mass, Inf.., . , , , ... ' . , , .. , . , 
7th U,S. Inf" .. ,., ...... . ...... ,·· 
U,S, Navy., Spanish War",., . . , .•. 
A, 1st Mass, Int. , . . .. , , , ..... . , .. . 
E, 36th U,S, Inf .. .. ........ " .. ,,· 
1(, 59th Mass. lnf. ...... . . . . . . " .. . 
H, 1st Mass. Inf. and U.S. Navy . . . . . 
Rank. 
P . 
P. 
P. 
Mus. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
Sergt. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P . 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P . 
P . 
Landsman 
P. 
P . 
Eng. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
P. 
Corp. 
P . 
P . 
P. 
P . 
P . 
Corp. 
Coal Passer 
P. 
Capt. 
P. 
P. 
IAge I Nativity. I 
65
1 
81 
66 
73 
63 
61 
62 
67 
71 
67 
71 
69 
69 
67 
76 
32 
89 
59 
64 
27 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Vt. 
Ireland 
Canada 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Mass. 
Ireland 
Ireland 
Maine 
Ireland 
Ireland 
Mass 
Scotland 
Mass. 
La. 
Mass. 
62 Mass. 
62 Maine 
31 Conn. 
52 N.H. 
71 N.B. 
67 Mass. 
63 Mass. 
30 Mass. 
68 Mass. 
92 Maine 
72 Vt. 
84 Portugal 
60 Mass. 
67 Ireland 
80 Mass. 
33 Cal. 
77 Mass. 
73 Hungary 
63 N.Y .• 
68 Maine 
Admitted from 
Peabody 
Camhridge 
Lynn 
Boston 
Troy, Vt. 
Attleboro 
Lowell 
Boston 
Chelsea 
Boston 
Weymouth 
Warren 
Boston 
Salem 
Whitman 
Whitinsville 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Hingham 
Haverhill 
Somerville 
Franklin 
Boston 
Rehoboth 
Woburn 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Peabody 
Chelsea 
East Boston 
So. Framingham 
Boston 
Medford 
Boston 
Boston 
Stoneham 
Vt. 
Chelsea 
Disch. 
Disch. 
Disch. 
Died, 
Died, 
Disch. 
Died, 
Died, 
Died, 
Died, 
Died, 
Disch. 
Disch 
Disch. 
Disch. 
Died, 
Died, 
Disch. 
Died, 
Disch. 
Disch. 
Disch. 
Disch . 
Disch. 
Died. 
Died , 
Disch. 
Disch. 
Died" 
Died, ' 
Disch. 
Died, 
Disch. 
Died, 
Died, 
Disch . 
Disch. 
Died, 
Died, 
Died, 
Status 
Oct. 31, 1907 
May 10,1908 
May 2,1908 
Mar. 11, 1908 
June 23, 1908 
Mar. 18, 1908 
Aug. 10, 1907 
Jnly 23, 1907 
J une 15,1908 
Aug. 2,1907 
Oct. 14, 1907 
June 24, 1908 
J une 20, 1908 
Aug . 30, 1907 
Jan. 9,1908 
Dec. 11,1907 
Mar. 9, 1908 
Mar. 10, 1908 
Sept. 23, 1907 
Dec. 1,1907 
Jan. 2,1908 
Aug. 7,1907 
May 26,1908 
Dec. 1,1907 
Sept. 10, 1907 
Sept . 22, 1907 
Nov. 22, 1907 
Feb. 26 , 1908 
Mar. 8 , 1908 
Aug. 14,1907 
Oct. 6, 1907 
Aug. 3,1907 
June 25, 1908 
Nov. 24, 1907 
Jan. 5,1908 
Oct. 24, 1907 
June 26, 1908 
April 29, 1908 
Dec. 26, 1907 
Jan. 31,1908 
fP. 
CJ,J 
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Ingraham. Sewell S. . .. I , 24th Mass. Ini........ .... . P. 70 Mass. Saxonville 
Jenkins, Albert.. . . G, 13th Mass. Inf.. . . . .. Corp, 73 Vt. Lynn 
Kane , John J ............ C, 8th Mass. Inf., Spanish War...... P. 40 Mass. Brockton 
Kimball, Josiah F . ....... F, 8th Mass. Inf.... . . ... Lieut. 68 Mass. Lynn 
Lally, Martin...... . D, 28th Mass. Ini.... . . . . . . . . . . P. 55 Ireland Boston 
Lefavour , Francis F ...... F, 116th Ill. Inf . ............ . ,.. . . P. 72 R.I. Boston 
Leland , David S.. . . 12th Unattached Mass. Ini... . ... Sergt. 70 Mass. Boston 
Mack , James C. . . U.S. Navy... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fireman 68 Pa. Boston 
Magher. Patrick. . G, 11th Pa. Ini..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. 61 Ireland Cambridge 
Marshall, Henry.... H, 11th N.H. Inf. and Vet. Res. Corps P . 62 N.H. Charlton 
Mills , John F. . . .. . . . . . .. I-I, 17th Mass. Inf.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . Corp. 66 Pa. Haverhill 
Monaghan. Patrick....... A , 3d Mass. H.A. and U.S. Navy. . . . P. 65 Ireland Boston 
Murphy, Thomas J ....... U.S. Navy, Spanish War.. . . . ....... Fireman 34 Ireland Boston 
McMasters, Lucas J ..... . G, 6th Mass. Ini................... P. 72 N.H. Southboro 
McCaughey, Patrick. . . . .. 4th Mass. L.A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. 65 R.I. Pawtucket, R.I. 
Nicholson , Patrick 
alias Patrick Nickerson K, 22d Mass. Inf. and Vet. Res. Corps P. 76 Ireland Boston 
Nutting , Abel.. 2d Mass. lni......... . . . .. . . . .. . Mus. 67 Maine Quincy 
Nolan , John......... . U.S. Navy.. . ..... . . . Seaman 71 Ireland Lynn 
O'Connor , Daniel. . . . . . .. G, 9th Mass. Inr. , Spanish War...... P. 35 Mass. Worcester 
O'Donnell , DanieL ....... U.S. Navy... .......... ........... Seaman 79 Mass. Boston 
O'Neil, James . . . . I(, 61st Mass. Ini.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . P. 75 England Boston 
Osborn, Eben B.. . . . . . . . E, 19th Mass. Ini.... . . . .. . . . . .. . . . Mus. 59 Mass. Peabody 
Olsen, Tellef.. . ....... E, 5th N.B. Inf...... .. ........ . P. 58 Nor.way Gloucester 
Packer, Ephraim H.. . . .. K, 16th N.H. Inf.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. 67 N .H. Boston 
Parker, William H... . . .. D , 6th Mass.lnr. and G, 1st Conn.H.A. Corp. 66 N.H. Hyde Park 
Powderly, John....... ... C, 1st Mass. B.A....... . . .. .... . . . P. 62 Ireland Boston 
Robinson , Robert F ...... 9th Unattached Mass. Ini. . . .. . P . 60 Mass. Lynn 
Sackett , William W.... K, 27th Mass. lnf. . . . .. . .. .. ... P . 58 Mass. Westfield 
Sheehee, J ames. . . . . . . . . E, 57th Mass. Ini. . . . . . ...... . ... P. 65 Ireland Greenfield 
Shepard, Wa rren E. . . . .. A, 13th Mass. Inr.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sergt. 79 Mass. Boston 
Sheppard, David. . . . . . . . C, 24th Mass. Ini. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. 77 Ireland Lynn 
Starbird, Charles H . . . . . C, 6th Iowa Ini..... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . P. 60 Mass. Boston 
Stone, George M. . ... .. . A, 8th N.H. Ini. . .. ,. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . P. 81 Mass. Dana 
Sullivan, Daniel E. . . . . . . U.S. Navy. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Engineer 74 Ireland Brockton 
Tolman, Zenas V". . . .. . . H, 21st Mass. Inf . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . P. 68 Mass. Greenwich 
Torsey , John W. I, 15th Mass. Inf. . . . . . . . . . . . • . P. 70 Maine Everett 
Troup, James F... . . .... U.S. Navy ............ ... ........ . 2d Class BOyl 58 Scotland Boston 
Tuthill, Augustus ........ M, 5th Mass. Cav . ..... . .... . . .. ... P. 731 Mass. Boston 
Upton, Timothy D... .. .. D, 33d Mass. Ini. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. , 69 Mass. Wilmington 
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SUBSISTENCE 
GENERAL DINING-HALL. 
Bill of Fare for the Week ending June 27, 1908. 
SUNDAY, June 2l. 
Breakfast: Baked pork and beans, pickles, ketchup, brown, Graham and white 
bread, butter, tea and coffee. 
Dinner: Roast mutton, brown gravy, creamed onions, wax beans, steamed 
potatoes, Graham and white bread, mince pie, tea, coffee. 
Supper: Graham and white bread and butter, sugar cake, cheese, tea. 
MONDAY, June 22. 
Breakfast: Scrambled eggs, baked potatoes, hot corn bread, Graham and white 
bread and butter, tea, coffee. 
Dinner: Scotch mutton broth with barley, compote of rice, bread pudding with 
sauce, Graham and white bread, tea, coffee. 
Supper: Bologna, tea cakes, Graham and white bread and butter, tea. 
TUESDAY, June 23. 
Breakfast: Picked fish with cream, baked potatoes, Egg-o-see, milk, sugar, 
Graham and white bread and butter, tea, coffee. 
Dinner: Veal stew with dumplings, pickles, ketchup, farina pudding, Uraham 
and white bread, tea, coffee. 
Supper: Baked apples, sugar cake, Graham and white bread and butter, tea. 
WEDNESDAY, June 24. 
Breakfast: Baked pork and beans, brown bread, pickles, ketchup, Graham and 
white bread and butter, tea, coffee. 
Dinner: Corned hake, drawn butter, creamed onions, steamed potatoes, bread 
and butter pudding, Graham and white bread, tea, coffee. 
Supper: Graham and white bread and butter, doughnuts and cheese, tea. 
THURSDAY, June 25. 
Breakfast: Corn-meal mush, milk, sugar, corned fish hash, pickles, ketchup, 
Graham and whit.e bread and butter, tea, coffee. 
Dinner: Boiled corned beef, salt pork, cabbage, turnips, beets, potatoes, Graham 
and white bread, tea, coffee. 
Supper: Graham and white bread and butter, spiced cake, stewed peaches, tea. 
FRIDAY, June 26. 
Breakfast: Filet de sole, gravy, pickles, ketchup, hot corn cake, Graham and 
white bread and butter, tea, coffee. 
Dinner: Clam chowder, pickles, ketchup, crackers, Graham and white bread, 
plum pudding with sauce, tea, coffee. . 
Supper: Graham and white bread and butter, stewed beans, sugar cake, tea. 
SATURDA.Y, June 27. 
Breakfast: Rolled oats, milk and sugar, corned beef hash, piCkles, ketchup, 
Graham and white bread and butter, tea, coffee. 
Dinner: Baked frankfurts, lima beans, potatoes, cottage pudding, sauce, Graham 
and white bread, tea, coffee. 
Supper: Graham and white bread and butter, prune sauce, ginger cake, syrup, tea. 
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1907. SUNDA Y SERVICES 
July 7. Memorial service under the auspices of the Massachusetts Division, 
Sons of Veterans. 
Aug. 18. Rev. J. H. Wiley 
Sept. 1. Rev. W . W. Harris 
8. Rev. R Perry Bush 
15. Rev. C. M. Seamans 
22. Rev. F. W. Bakeman . 
29 . Rev. Arakel H . Nazarian . . . . . . . 
Oct. 6. Rev. H. C. Barnes, Department Chaplain 
13. Rev. James F. Allen . . .... . . . 
20. Father Grady, St. Rose Church 
27. Rev. George W . Bicknell . . . 
Nov. 1. Rev. Henry White . 
8. Paul L . S. Johnson 
15. Rev. H . P. Hughes 
22. Rev. Harry Lutz .... .. 
29. Rev. Henry C. DeLong .... . . 
Dec. 1. Charles E. Hapgood, Superintendent 
8. Rev. John W. F . Barnes 
15. Rev. George H. Spencer 
22. Rev. George H. Spencer 
1908. 
East Boston 
Chelsea 
Chelsea 
Everett 
Chelsea 
Chelsea 
Brookline 
Somerville 
Chelsea 
Cambridge 
Natick 
. . Boston 
· Framingham 
· . . Billerica 
· .. Medford 
Soldiers' Home 
Charlestown 
· . . Everett 
· .. Everett 
Jan. 5. Rev. Arthur L. Howe. Maplewood 
12 
19. 
26. 
Feb. 2. 
9. 
16. 
23. 
March 8. 
April 5. 
12. 
May 3. 
10. 
17. 
31. 
June 7. 
14. 
21. 
28. 
1907. 
Rev. Alfred Noon .. Everett 
Salvation Army . . . . . Malden 
Rev. J . Murray Mellish . . Melrose 
Rev. C. W. Blackett . . . . . . . . . . . Malden 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Rev. G. W. Wright . . . . . . . Boston 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F . Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering . . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F . Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering. . . . . .. Soldiers' Home 
Chaplain, Rev. Joseph F. Lovering . . . ..... Soldiers' Home 
Memorial service by Massachusetts Division, Sons of Veterans. 
Rev. Joseph F. Lovering, Chaplain ........ Soldiers' Home 
ENTERTAINMENTS 
July 18. Ladies' Veteran Navy Association . . 
Aug. 5. Band Concert, Post 68 . . . . . . . 
Sept. 18. W.RC. No. 29, Fruit and Confectionery . 
Oct. 2. Mrs. Mary E. Dolbeare, L. A. Association. 
· . . Salem 
Dorchester 
· .. Lynn 
· . Medford 
Weymouth 
Somerville 
Saugus 
10. W.R.C. No. 102 . . . 
21. W.RC. No. 21 
23. W.RC. No. 46, Fruit 
1907. 
Oct. 23. 
29. 
29. 
Nov. 6. 
6. 
8. 
18. 
26. 
28. 
Dec. 2. 
4 
5. 
12. 
20. 
23. 
25. 
1908. 
Jan. 13. 
17. 
18. 
22. 
24. 
25. 
28. 
29. 
31 
Feb. II. 
12. 
13. 
18. 
20. 
27. 
28. 
March 4. 
6. 
10. 
11. 
17. 
20. 
'27. 
30. 
31. 
April 4. 
4 II. 
June 4. 
4. 
12. 
16. 
19. 
19. 
22.' 
23. 
24. 
30 
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W.R.C. No. 46, Entertainment. . . . . . . . . 
Ladies of the G.A.R. Circle No.5, Fruit. . ... 
Ladies of the G.A.R. Circle No.5, Entertainment 
Dr. Dixwell . . 
W.R.C. No. 20 
W. B. Wood .... 
Apollo Minstrels. . 
E. Stanley Nichols . 
Dance . .... 
W.R.C. No. 59 
Charles E. Sherwin ... .. 
Dorothea Dix Hall Association. 
Post 113 G.A.R . . 
Post 26 G.A.R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mrs. Augusta K. Pettingill, L. A. Association 
Moving Pictures. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mrs. L. May Brown, L. A. Association . 
Mrs. L. May Brown, L. A. Association . 
Saugus 
. Lynn 
. Lynn 
· . Boston 
East Boston 
Boston 
· . Chelsea 
. . Somerville 
Soldiers' Rome 
Watertown 
Dorchester 
Boston 
Boston 
· Roxbury 
... Everett 
Soldiers' Home 
· Malden 
· Malden 
· Boston 
Brookline 
· Malden 
Stoneham 
Col. William M. Olin, G.A.R., Glee Club 
W.R.C. No. 109 . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mrs. L. May Brown, L. A. Association . 
Miss C. Fanny Allyn, L. A. Association. . . 
Egleston Square Orchestra . . . . . . . . 
Mrs. Augusta K. Pettingill, L. A. Association . . . 
Massachusetts Department, Daughters of Veterans .. 
Commander-in-Chief G.A.R. Charles G. Burton (Visit) 
Sons of Veterans, Camp No. 81 
Roxbury 
Everett 
Chelsea 
Post 113 G.A.R.. . 
Gideon's Band ...... . 
Bostonia Ladies' Quartette . 
Harry Kent .............. . 
Ladies of the G.A.R., John A. Andrew Circle 
Mrs. L. May Brown, L. A. Association 
Franklin Square House Minstrels 
Prof. George W. Coots . . . . . . . . 
Egleston Square Orchestra (Dance) . .. 
Mrs. Mary E. Wilson, L. A. Association 
· Boston 
Arlington 
· Boston 
Watertown 
· Boston 
· Malden 
· Boston 
· . Salem 
Roxbury 
James A. Houston Co. Employees . . . . . . . . Boston 
Dance . . . . . . . . . . Franklin Square House, Boston 
W.R.C. No.3. . . . . . .. . .. . .. East Boston 
W.R.C. No. 79 .... . . . . . . . . . . . Brighton 
Mrs. M. C. Blake, L. A. Association (Whist Party) Boston 
Mrs. M. C. Blake, L. A. Association (Whist Party) Boston 
Ladies' Aid Association, Cake and Ice Cream Boston 
Ladies' Aid Association, Entertainment . . Boston 
W.R.C. No. 39 (Whist Party) . . . . . Charlestown 
John A. Andrew Ladies' Circle, G.A.R. Boston 
W.R.C. No. 68 (Strawberries and Cake) Dorchester 
W.R.C. No. 68, Entertainment. . . . . Dorchester 
Mrs. W. H. Marden, Jr. ....... Charlestown 
Miss C. Fanny Allyn, L. A. Association . Stoneham 
W.R.C. No. 157 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston 
W R.C. No. 28 and Camp No.9, Sons of Veterans Boston 
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NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS DONATED 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Adams Freeman. . . . . . . ..... . ... Adams 
American Stock Keeper . . . . . . . . Boston 
Argus-Advocate.. . .. .. . . . . . .. E. Boston 
Arlington Advocate . . . . . . . . . . .. Arlington 
A. B. C. Pathfinder. . . . . . .... . . Boston 
Beacon, The.. ............... . . . Boston 
Boston Budget, The. . . .... . . . ...... Boston 
Boston Ideas ....................... Boston 
Boston Courier. . . . . . . ... . . . Boston 
Bryantville News. . . . . .. Bryantville 
Bulletin. . . . . . . . .. No. Easton 
Brockton Enterprise. . . . . . . . . . . Brockton 
Cambridge Chronicle. . . . . . . Cambridge 
Cambridge Times.. .. .. . .. Cambridge 
Canton JournaL . ...... ... .. . . . . . .. Canton 
Catholic Citizen. .. . . . ... Chelsea 
Chelsea Gazette . . . . . .. . . Chelsea 
Chronotype. . . . . . . . Westboro 
Courier. . . . .. ... .. . .. . . Winchendon 
Cricket .. . . ......... . .. . .. . . . .. Manchester 
Daily Globe (5 copies) . . . . ... . . . ..... Boston 
Daily Herald (5 copies) .............. Boston 
(By C. A. Campbell, Esq., Ipswich.) 
Dedham Transcript ................ Dedham 
Deerfield Valley Echo ...... .. Shelburne Falls 
Every Other Sunday. . . . . . . . . . Boston 
Evening Gazette. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston 
Evening Mail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Malden 
Epterprise and Souma!. . . . . . . ... OJ·ange 
FItchburg Sentlllel. . . Fitchburg 
Foxboro Reporter ..... ... .. . .. . .. . Foxboro 
Framingham Tribune . ... . . So. Framingham 
Framlllgham Gazette... .So. Framingham 
Gazette ... .... .... .. ... . .. . . . .. . Haverhill 
Gazette ..... .. ............. . ... . Greenfield 
Gardner Journal ..... . .. . . . ........ Gardner 
Herald of Life . . .. . ... .. . . ..... . . Springfield 
Herald, News . ..... . ....... . .... Taunton 
Healthy Home. , .. ". , , .. , ... , .. . . , . Athol 
Holyoke Daily Transcript ....... .. . Holyoke 
Independent ....... , .. . .. . . . ... Bridgewater 
Independent. . . . . . . .. Stoneham 
Inq uirer and Mirror. .. .. ......... Nantucket 
Item, Tbe. , , . ..................... Boston 
Lexin~ton Min.ute Man . . : . ....... Lexington 
LeomInster Dally Enterpnse ...... Leominster 
Lowell Daily Mail ............... . ... Lowell 
Lynn Evening News . ................. Lynn 
~nn. City.I.tem ............ .... , ..... Lynn 
ornill~ CItIzen ......... . ... ..... . . Beverly 
Medfor Mercury ... . , .. . ..... . .... Medford 
Medford Leader .... , .. . Medford 
Middleboro Gazette . . , . ......... Middleboro 
Milford Gazette . . ................ . . Milford 
Marblehead Messenger ...•. . ... . . Marblehead 
Natick Bulletin . ..... .. ..... . ....... Natick 
Needham Chronicle ... . ........... Needham 
Newburyport Item ............ Newburyport 
North Adams Transcript . . ....... No. Adams 
Old Colony Memorial ......... ... Plymouth 
Our Dumb Animals . . " . . . ... . .... . ~Boston 
Pilot, The (5 copies ) . . . . . . . . ... .. Boston 
R epublican Standard. . .. , New Bedford 
Revere Journal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Revere 
Rockland Independent . . .. . . ... ... Rockland 
Sa tw'day Evening Gazette . . .. . ' ... Boston 
Sharon Advoca te . .. .. .. ... . . ' . . . ... Sharon 
Shelburne F a lls Messenger .... Shelburne Falls 
Somerville Journal ..... .. ..... .. . Somerville 
Southbridge Herald ......... , ... Southbridge 
Saturday Evening Observer . . ..... . ... Salem 
Springfield U nion....... . . ,Springfield 
T empleton Recorder ... . , , .. , .,. Templeton 
Telegraph and Pioneer . . . . . .. ,., ... Chelsea 
The Waltham News . . . . . ..... . , .Waltham 
The Winchester Star . . . . . . Winchester 
The Attleboro Sun .......... .... .. Attleboro 
The Evening Chronicle ........ No. Attleboro 
The Guardian ...... , . . . ..... , . " . .. Boston 
The Cape Ann News . . . , . . . ,., . . ,Gloucester 
The Dorchester Beacon . .... . ' . .. . . . . Boston 
The Valley Echo ..... . . . .. . ... . .. . ,Westfield 
The Brockton Times .... . .. . .. . ... Brockton 
U ni versalist Leader. . . . ............. Boston 
Wakefield Daily ltem ....... . . , ... Wakefield 
Warren Herald .. . .......... , ..... . . Warren 
Wakefield Citizen and Banner. ..... Wakefield 
Wevmouth Gazette ... . ........ . . Weymouth 
Wellesley Cow·ant .. , ......... , ... Wellesley 
Whitman Times .. . . , . , . . . Whitman 
Woburn Journal. . . . . . . . ...... . .... Woburn 
Worcester Evening Post ......... . Worcester 
Worcester Telegram (Daily and Sunday), 
WOl'cester 
CALIFORNIA. 
The Veteran Enterprise, Sawtelle. Los Angeles 
CONNECTICUT, 
Thomaston Express . . .. . Thomaston 
DIS'l'RIG'l' OF COLUMBIA. 
Congressional Record .. . ...... .. Washingto'n 
(By Senator Henry Cabot Lodge.) 
ILLINOIS. 
The Progressive Thinker.. . . . . . . . . Chicago 
NEW YORK. 
Converted Catholic ......... . ..... New York 
The New Church Messenger. . .. . New York 
NE'V HAMPSHIRE. 
The Firemen's Standard ..•. . ....... Concord 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
Valley Spirit . . . . ............. Chambersbure 
Nothing of an unusual character has occurred during the past 
year. The members have been provided with the necessities of life 
without stint, and peace, comfort and happiness have prevailed. 
The health of the Home has been good, considering the physical 
condition of the members. 
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The pressure for admission continues. At this writing the Home 
is crowded and all beds occupied, but the completion of the new hos-
pital at an early date promises relief, as 172 beds more will be avail-
able, allowing the acceptance of that number. . 
The low-pressure water supply in vogue last year, necessitating 
the constant use of steam pumps, has been changed to the high-
pressure main, thereby saving considerable labor and expense. 
The buildings of the Home are in good condition, a few repairs 
being needed, also a coat of paint. The interior of main building 
has been painted and walls and ceilings whitened where needed. 
The men of the Home are willing to make the best of such incon-
veniences as occur, and their conduct during the year has been gen-
6l'ally good; arrests under minor charges have slightly increased, 
caused mostly through drink, the City of Chelsea voting for license, 
making it possible to obtain liquor within three minutes' walk of 
the Home. 
Many contributions of magazines and books have been received, 
and the increased number of books issued show a growing appre-
ciation among the members of the Home of the advantages of the 
library. 
The increased cost of maintenance supplies and continual rise 
in prices of general merchandise have necessarily increased the general 
expenses of the Home. 
All holidays have been observed in an appropriate manner 
befitting the day. July 7, 1907, the Home memorial services were 
observed in Peter Smith H all. 
Aug. 13, 1907, the first shovel of earth was removed for the 
foundation of the new hospital, and November 11 the first brick 
was placed. 
Jan. 7, 1908, occurred the first accident, resulting seriously to 
one of the men working on new hospital, he falling from steel beam 
while placing same in position. 
Jan. 11, 1908, Rev. Joseph F . Lovering reported as Chaplain of 
the Home, and immediately entered upon his duties. 
Feb. 1, 1908, Dr. Robert A. Blood reported and assumed charge 
of the hospital. 
Feb. 26, 1908, Elisha T. Harvel, Vice-President of Board of 
Trustees, died, the funeral being held March 1 at his home. 
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April 12, 1908, occurred one of the greatest conflagrations in the 
history of the city, causing great loss of life and serious injury to 
hundreds. The entertainment hall and library of the Home were 
at once used as a temporary hospital for all sufferers, and sixty-seven 
persons were cared for and given medical attention, nine of this 
number being from the Frost Hospital, and thirteen of them were 
admitted to the Home permanently. The last one of the sufferers 
left our care on May 10. 
May 24, memorial services were held in the First Congregational 
Church, being attended by sixty-six members of the Home. 
May 25, Inspector-General Curtis of the National Soldiers ' 
Homes mustered and inspected the Home. 
May 28, another accident occurred, the ceiling of part of second 
floor in the new hospital fell, carrying with it two of the plasterers, 
who miraculously escaped serious injury. 
May 30, 176 members of the Home went in cars and barges to 
Forest Dale Cemetery, Malden, where memorial services were held 
and graves of departed comrades decorated. 
June 30, there were 520 men in the Home, being the largest 
number since July, 1907. 
To the Surgeon and assistants in the hospital, Chaplain, Adju-
tant, officers and general help, I desire to express my thanks for 
their efficient services and kindly interest and endeavors in bringing 
the standard of the Home to its present standing, and their loyal 
and obedient endeavors at all times. 
The average cost of maintaining the Home per capita per annum 
is $~74.13. 
The average cost of subsistence has been $0.2409 per man per day. 
Herewith are forwarded the reports of the Surgeon and Chaplain, 
together with descriptive list of all members of the Home for year 
ending June 30, 1908. 
Respectfully submitted, 
CHAS. E. HAPGOOD, 
Superintendent. 
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$urgeon's lReport 
SOLDIERS' HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS, 
CHELSEA, July 1, 1908. 
COL. CHARLES E. HAPGOOD, 
Superintendent, Soldiers' Home in iWassachusetts. 
Sir: I have the honor to forward a short report of the Medical 
Department of this Home since the time I assumed charge of the 
same, Feb. 1, 1908. 
I found Dr. Philip C. Means, Acting Surgeon-in-Chief, with Dr. 
Lawrence R. Hill as his assistant. 
At that time the hospital was found in good condition. The 
patients were receiving good medical treatment and kind care 
and attention from nurses and ward men. The methods of running 
the hospital, and which were evidently the result of the many years 
of study and conscientious work by the late Dr. 1. W. Starbird, 
needed no material change. 
During and after the great Chelsea fire we entertained for some 
weeks forty or fifty of these unfortunate people, men, women and 
children who were driven from their homes by the fire. They 
were cared for and treated by Dr. Means and Dr. Hill. They were 
fed and nursed, receiving the unremitting attention of the whole 
hospital staff. 
In April, after this occurrence, Dr. Hill, while dressing a septic 
foot, became infected. He came near losing his life by the illness 
which followed. The loss of Dr. Hill's services was much regretted 
by me, as his attention to duty and ability to perform that duty 
made his assistance very valuable. Very soon after Dr. Hill gave 
up and was removed to the Massachusetts General Hospital, Dr. 
Means became ill, causing him to take a vacation for nearly two 
months. 
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The loss of the services of both my assistants made it necessary 
to procure two more surgeons. Dr. Shaw of Boston, and Dr. Webb of 
New Hampshire came to assist me. Dr. Webb has been of great 
help, he having received his training in part while serving as Assist-
ant Surgeon in the old 33d Massachusetts Regiment Volunteer 
Infantry. 
My nurses, as a whole, are good. We have been fortunate in 
procuring desirable trained help. 
It is more difficult to get good faithful ward men. I have several 
old veterans who have worked some years in the hospital. They 
prove to be the best men to care for their old comrades, but they 
are growing old and the time will soon come when this supply will 
l;>e cut off. The time is coming in the near future when we shall 
have to go outside for all our ward men. 
In Mr. Cutter as Hospital Steward I have an assistant who is 
invaluable, a good pharmacist, faithful to duty, conscientious, 
and a helper whose place it would be hard to fill. 
I don 't propose to discuss here the question as to what we will 
do when we get into the new hospital. There is one thing sure, 
the new building has not come any too soon. It is a splendid struc-
ture and worthy to be occupied by our best veteran soldiers . 
STATISTICS 
Number of patients in hospital July I, 1907 . 
Number of employees in hospital July I , 1907 
Admitted during the year . . . . . 
Number discharged during the year 
Died in the hospital during the year 
Patients in the hospital June 30, 190R .. . 
Number employees in t he hospital June 30, 1908 
Total number of deaths in the Home 
Daily average in the hospital 
Largest number in the hospital 
Smallest number in the hospital . . . .. ... .. 
Number of cases treated as out-patients (each case counted once) 
Total attendance at sick calls . . . . . . . . 
Number of different cases of diseases in hospital 
Cases of pulmonary tuberculosis . . 
Cases different forms of paralysis. . 
Cases different forms of heart disease 
Number totally blind. 
Sent to insane hospitals . 
Visitors as per hospital register 
159 
2 
192 
353 
99 
93 
160 
1 
353 
95 
157, 
164 
153 
1,178 
4,614 
828 
12 
52 
85 
12 
8 
5,751 
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Statement of Membership of Hospital, the Disabled in Barracks, and Attend-
ance at Sick-call by Months for the Year 
MONTH. 
July ... . . . . . . . . . . . 
August ... . . . . .... . 
September .. . .. . . . . 
October .. . .... . .. . . 
November . ........ 
December . .. .... . . . 
January . . .. .... . 
February .... .... ... 
March. .... . . . . . . .. 
April. ...... . . . . ... . 
May .... . .. . . . .. 
June . .... .... . .. .. . 
Ending June 30, 1908 
I 
In Hospital I First Day 
of Month. 
161 
168 
159 
158 
159 
153 
157 
157 
158 
159 
158 
162 
Admitted 
during the 
Month. 
25 
10 
15 
16 
14 
22 
17 
12 
15 
13 
19 
14 
I 
Total I Daily Aver-
Cared fo l' in age in 
Hospital. Hospital 
186 163 
178 160 
174 159 
174 158 
173 154 
175 155 
174 157 
169 158 
173 157 
172 157 
177 159 
176 160 
Members 
Treated at 
Sick-call. 
283 
359 
310 
385 
413 
446 
381 
490 
485 
385 
372 
305 
Statement Showing the Number Cared for, Number of Deaths, and 
Percentage of Deaths in Hospital for Each Year Since 
the Home was Opened, July 25, 1882 
" " ~ co] ~ '0]] " . ~ " '0. .D~ "'~ .D"; SO o . ~~(l..; 8 0 ~~(l..; ~'" ~] "", 
".0 "", 
YEAR. Z-g .D"" +=>01-00 YEAR. Z-g .D"" m~]~ ~@ ~~ ~:]~ - ~ Si'! ~~ ~ "" "A "'.0 ~ '0 0 Z '00 Z ~"" 
"" E-< P-<A Z E-< p.,,,z A . 
1883 102 21 20.59 1896 289 52 17.95 
1884 79 13 16.38 1897 287 33 11.05 
1885 74 19 25.67 1898 288 52 18.06 
1886 68 13 19.12 1899 304 68 22.37 
1887 103 20 19.42 1900 296 48 16.22 
1888 132 20 15.15 1901 337 74 21.96 
1889 134 29 21.65 1902 305 66 21 .64 
1890 157 17 10.83 1903 348 81 23.27 
1891 200 31 15.5 1904 346 85 24.56 
1892 214 30 14.02 1905 383 89 23.23 
1893 232 43 18.1 1906 330 93 28.18 
1894 253 42 16.6 1907 338 90 26 .62 , 
1895 236 39 16.52 1908 351 93 26.49 
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The Following Table Shows the Work of the Hospital since the Home was 
Organized 
.S J,,, " J, 0..., 
-:S 
'" 
~.., OJ 0 
"....: o~. bJl .., . iI1 
.-" .S ..: • _0 Q"": 
DATE. r.o.~ ~'§ ~ 0.'" ,,0. ..." ~§ .- " "" '"CI.~ bJl'" !lA~ A~,,0 $0. 
:;iI1 
's3 "0 Cl"" :l > " H ... < "0'- ~ E-< <0. 
1883. .... .... . . ... ... . 21 79 21 23 ...... ... 
1884. ........ . .... . .. 21 55 13 24 . . . . . . . . . 
1885 .. . ........... . ... 20 50 19 19 . ....... 
1886. ..... . . . ... . . . . .. 22 49 13 24 68 
1887. .. . . .... .. . ..... 40 79 20 36 103 
1888. ... . . . . .. . . . ..... 37 96 20 51 132 
1889. . . . . .. . ......... . 50 86 29 40 137 
1890. .... . .. . .. . .... 51 117 17 46 157 
1891. .......... . . . .. . . 42 154 32 58 200 
1892. ........... . ..... 50 156 30 49 214 
1893 ........ . , . .. . .. . 55 183 45 59 232 
1894 .. .. ..... . .. .. ... 68 194 43 68 253 
1895. ............. . . . . 73.50 169 39 78 237 
1896. .. ..... .... . ..... 73.40 211 52 78 289 
1897. ... . ............. 86.50 209 33 70 287 
1898 ............ . .. .. 91.46 216 55 87 286 
1899 . .... . . ........ . . . 98.33 214 68 91 301 
1900. ...... . .... . .. .. . 99.47 202 48 115 293 
1901 .. .. . ......... . ... 119 222 76 123 337 
1902 ... . .... .. .. . . . . . 118 182 68 120 305 
1903. ..... . ........ .. . 120.50 228 82 125 348 
1904 ... . . . ..... . . , . . . 125 221 85 136 346 
1905. ...... . ....... . .. 142 247 89 148 383 
1906 ....... . .. ....... 147 182 93 152 330 
1907 . ... . .. ... .... .. . . 153 186 90 159 339 
1908 ....... .... . ..... . 157.50 192 93 160 351 
DISEASES 
Diseases t reated in the out-patient department are not included. 
Diseases. No. of Cases. 
Abscess ... . . 
Actenomycosis. 
Alcoholism . 
Anremia, chronic 
Anchylosis . . 
Aphasia 
Apoplexy 
Arterio-sclerosis . . . . . 
Arthritis, chronic rheumatic 
3 
1 
2 
5 
3 
4 
6 
25 
6 
Diseases. 
Arthritis deformans 
Ascites 
Asthma 
Bed sores .. 
Blindness . . 
Bronchitis, acute. 
Bronchitis, chronic 
Burns 
Cancer 
No. of Case •. 
3 
5 
6 
5 
12 
12 
6 
1 
7 
Diseases. 
Cataract 
Catarrh . 
Convulsions, uremic 
Convulsions, epileptic. 
Conjuncti ,>i.tis 
Constipation, chronic 
Cystitis, acute 
Cystitis, chronic 
Deafness .. 
Debility, senile 
Delirium tremens 
Dementia, chronic 
Diabetes mellitus 
Dyspepsia, chronic 
Eczema 
Epilepsy 
Epistaxis 
Fractures 
Gangrene 
Glaucoma 
Gastritis, acute 
Hemiplegia 
Heart disease 
Hemorrhoids 
Hernia 
Hydrocele . .. 
Incontinence urine 
55 
No. of Cases. Diseases. No. of Cases. 
10 Insanity. 10 
12 Locomotor ataxia 8 
2 Lumbago. 12 
4 Malaria . 3 
12 Morphinism. 2 
42 Mental weakness 56 
5 Nephritis. 27 
15 Neuralgia. 5 
16 Neuritis 2 
36 Obesity 3 
2 Operations 3 
37 Paralysis agitans 3 
5 Paraplegia 4 
34 Pleurisy 2 
6 Pneumonia 16 
5 Prostatic hypertrophy . 26 
3 Rheumatism, chronic articular 15 
5 Rheumatism, muscular 12 
1 Retention urine 7 
1 Septicremia... 4 
4 Synovitis, chronic 4 
37 Syphilis. ... . 3 
85 Tuberculosis, pulmonary 12 
11 Tuberculosis, other forms 3 . 
36 Ulcers... 12 
2 Varicose veins . 11 
18 
CONVALESCENT BILL OF FARE 
SUNDAY. 
Breakfast: Baked beans with pork, brown and white bread, butter, pickles, 
oatmeal, milk, sugar, coffee and tea with milk and sugar. 
Dinner: Roast mutton, potatoes, boiled onions, string beans, pickles, white 
and Graham bread, rhubarb pie, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, peach sauce, 
cake, tea. 
MONDAY. 
Breakfast: Scrambled eggs, potatoes, oatmeal, milk, sugar, pickles, white and 
Graham bread, butter, coffee and tea. 
Dinner: Scotch broth, crackers, boiled rice, white and Graham bread, butter, 
rhubarb sauce, bread pudclinIT, sauce, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, prune sauce, 
rhubarb pie, tea. 
TUESDAY. 
Breakfast: Creamed picked fish, crei1m toast, oatmeal, milk, sugar, potatoes, 
white and Graham bread, coffee and tea. 
Dinner: Beef stew and dumplings, pickles, white and Graham bread, butter, 
tapioca pudding, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, prune sauce, 
cake, tea. 
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WEDNESDAY. 
Breakfast: Baked beans with pork, white and brown bread, butter, pickles, 
oatmeal, milk, sugar, coffee and tea. 
Dinner: Salt hake, potatoes, boiled onions, pickles, white and Graham bread, 
butter, farina pudding, milk, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white :lnd Graham bread, butter, baked apples, 
doughnuts and cheese, tea. 
THURSDAY. 
Breakfast: Fish hash, cream toast, oatmeal, milk, sugar, pickles, white and Gra-
ham bread, butter, coffee and tea. 
Dinner: Corned beef, cabbage, tmnips, beets, potatoes, white and Graham 
bread, butter, bread pudding, sauce, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, prune sauce, 
cake, tea. 
FRIDAY. 
Breakfast: Fried fresh cod, potatoes, corn-meal mush, rice, milk and sugar, 
white and Graham bread, butter, coffee and tea. . 
Dinner: Clam chowder, crackers, pickles, white and Graham bread, butter, 
plum pudding, sauce, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, peach sauce, 
cake, tea. 
SATURDAY. 
Breakfast: Meat hash, oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, 
coffee and tea. 
Dinner: Frankfort sausa~es, lima beans, fried potatoes, pickles, white and Gra-
ham bread, butter, nee pudding, coffee and tea. 
Supper: Oatmeal, milk, sugar, white and Graham bread, butter, baked apples, 
ginger cake, tea. 
I 
Statement of Deaths occurring in the Hospital During the Year, with Date of Admission to the Home and 
Hospital, and Date of Death with Cause 
No I N AME . I ~! I Ad mitted to Admitted to Date of Death. I CAUSE OF DEATH . the H ome. t he Hospital. 
----
-------
I P atrick Brennan .. . ... . .. . . 40 J une 7, 1907 J une 7, 1907 July 1, 1907 Can cer 
2 George M. Swnmers. 77 May 1, 1907 May 1, 1907 July 4, 1907 Apoplexy 
3 E dward Beatt ie .. 72 Sept . 12, 1900 Sep t . 14, 1907 July 14, 1907 H ear t Disease 
4 Patrick Navin . ............ 67 Dec. 24, 1902 Dec. 23, 1902 J uly 19, 1907 Paralysis 
5 Moses P. Brown . 67 J uly 16, 1907 J uly 16, 1907 July 23, 1907 Apoplcxy 
6 H enry Martin .. .. .......... 74 Jan . 25, 1899 J an. 24, 1899 July 26, 1907 Sunstroke 
7 H enry H oward ....... ... .. 69 Nov. 11, 1906 Nov. 11, 1906 July 26, 1907 Chroni c Cysti tis 
8 Edward E. Winslow . . . 75 June 22, 1907 June 22, 1907 July 29, 1907 Heart Disease 
9 Cha rles W . Upham . 82 Jan. 2, 1906 J an . 2, 1906 July 31, 1907 Chroni c Diarrh ma 
LO Lorenzo B . Clark ...... 67 J uly 7, J. 907 July 7, 1907 Aug. 1, 1907 Apoplexy 
11 Edward H . vVoodbury. 74 JWle 13, 1896 Nov. 3, 1905 Aug. 2, 1907 Senile Dementia 
12 Edward T . P erkins .. 84 Mar. 5, 1907 Mar. 5, 1907 Aug. 2, 1907 Senile Dementia 
13 Robert J . R ea ...... 73 July 22, 1902 July 27, 1907 Aug. 2, 1907 Chronic Nephrit is 
14 Joseph F rank .... ... .. . . . .. 78 July 29 , 1907 July 29, 1907 Aug. 2, 1907 Cervical Abscess 
15 H enry Marshall ... . ....... . 62 July 28, 1907 July 28, 1907 Aug. 5, 1907 H ear t Disease 
16 E li Bodett . . ...... . .. .. . . .. 62 July 14, 1907 July 14, 1907 Aug. 9, 1907 Cancer 
17 Moses Ferren ........... .. . 92 July 16, 1907 July 16, 1907 A ug. 14, 1907 Nicotine Poisoni ng 
18 J ames F . Alberty .. . ..... 64 July 4, 1905 July 4, 1905 Aug. 15, 1907 P ulmonary T uberculosis 
19 Edward C. Estabrook . . 71 Sept. 6, 1907 Sept. 6, 1907 Sept. 10, 1907 H ear t Disease 
20 H enry C. Coffin . ..... 75 Nov. 11 , 1906 Nov. 11 , 1906 Sept. 11 , 1907 Pneumonia 
21 Charles H . Starbird ... 60 Sep t. 14, 1907 Sept. 14, 1907 Sept. 14, 1907 Gastric H emorrhage 
22 Daniel McKenzie .. . ....... . 73 F eb. 7, 1905 Feb. 7, 1905 Sept. 15, 1907 Apoplexy 
23 P eter Monaghan . . .... . .... . 64 July 4, 1907 July 4 , 1907 Sept. 18, 1907 Apoplexy 
24 William S. Tiffany ..... . .... 79 Nov. 9, 1906 Nov. 9, 1906 Sept. 21, 1907 Heart Disease 
25 Cromwell T. Edes .... . . .. . . . 67 Aug. 7, 1907 Aug. 7, 1907 Sept. 21, 1907 Cancer 
26 J efferson H. Davis ...... . .. . 64 Sept . 12, 1907 Sept . 12, 1907 Sept. 23, 1907 Cancer 
27 John McCarty ... . .. .. .... . 60 July 9, 1906 July 9, 1906 Sept. 30, 1907 Apoplexy 
28 James Smit h ..... .. .... .. . 64 May 25, 1904 May 25 , 1904 Sept. 30, 1907 H ear t Disease 
29 H umphry Cokeley .. . . .. . ... 71 Sept. 20, 1907 Sept. 20, 1907 Oct. 14, 1907 H eart Disease 
30 William H. Poole . ....... . .. 65 Mar . 11, 1907 Mar . 11 , 1907 Oct. 23, 1907 Chronic Cystit is 
c;. 
-.l 
No· 1 NAME. 
31 John J. Huston ....... . ..... 
32 Christian Kolb ...... . . .. ... 
33 John J. Kane ............. . 
34 George W. Stone ........... 
35 Thomas Arnold ...... .. ..... 
36 Gorham P. Fyler ........... 
37 Luke O'Dell ............... 
38 Ezra Himes . ...... ... .. . ... 
39 Marcus L. Roscoe ........... 
40 John McInerney ........ . ... 
41 Thomas Gateley ..... . . . . ... 
42 John B. Greer . .. . ... .... . . 
43 Peter Codyer ............... 
44 Dwight Seeley. . . .. .. .. 
45 Daniel E. Sullivan .... . ..... 
46 William Stoudt .......... . .. 
47 William E. Coole .. . . . .. .. .. 
48 William Crowley ..... . .. .... 
49 Eben H. Davis .. .. ... . . .. . . 
50 Henry S. Newell ......... . .. 
51 Henry J. Hyzer ... ... .. .. .. 
52 Sewell S. Ingraham . ........ 
53 Lucas I. McMaster . ... .... .. 
54 Francis Parrott . . .... . ... ... 
55 Isaac Gibbs ............ . . .. 
56 John Leonard .. ........ .... 
57 Austin J. Peasley .......... . 
58 Horace Wentworth ......... 
59 Patrick Magher. .. . ........ 
60 Fred D. Hastings . . . . . . .. ... 
61 Richard Riley .............. 
STATEMENT OF DEATHS-Continued 
I ~~ I 
59 
77 
40 
81 
72 
71 
70 
70 
70 
60 
67 
79 
74 
70 
74 
87 
68 
32 
67 
68 
63 
70 
72 
81 
80 
86 
66 
72 
61 
31 
71 
Admitted to 
the Home. 
May 4, 1907 
June 13, 1906 
Jan . 29, 1907 
Oct. 6, 1907 
Nov. 8, 1907 
~r. 25,1907 
ov. 10, 1906 
Dec. 23, 1899 
Mar. 18, 1905 
Nov. 2, 1899 
Nov. 19, 1907 
Nov. 2, 1904 
Apr. 14, 1907 
Feb. 10, 1905 
Oct. ro, 1907 
Mar. 16, 1897 
Aug. 1, 1904 
Oct. 4, 1907 
Mar. 8, 1907 
Mar. 25, 1907 
Oct. 15, 1907 
Dec. 2, 1907 
Oct. 2, 1907 
June 22, 1907 
Dec. 28, 1907 
Nov. 14, 1893 
May 6, 1907 
Mar. 16, 1904 
Dec. 17, 1907 
Jan . 1, 1908 
Sept. 2,1905 
Admitted to 
the Hospital. 
May 4, 1907 
June 13, 1906 
Jan. 29, 1907 
Oct. 6, 1907 
Nov. 8, 1907 
Apr. 25, 1907 
Nov. 10, 1906 
May 25,1907 
June 3, 1907 
Nov. 17, 1907 
Nov. 19, 1907 
Nov. 1, 1904 
Sept. 17,1907 
Feb. 10, 1905 
Oct. 10,1907 
Dec. 20, 1897 
Aug. 1, 1904 
Oct. 4, 1907 
Mar. 8, 1907 
Mar. 25, 1907 
Oct. 15, 1907 
Dec. 2, 1907 
Oct. 2, 1907 
June 22, 1907 
Dec. 28, 1907 
Nov. 14, 1893 
May 6, 1907 
Mar. 16, 1904 
Dec. 17,1907 
Jan. 1, 1908 
Sept. 2, 1905 
I Date of Death. 
Oct. 26, 1907 
Nov. 3, 1907 
Nov. 4, 1907 
Nov. 12, 1907 
Nov. 15, 1907 
Nov. 16, 1907 
Nov. 16, 1907 
Nov. 18, 1907 
Nov. 18, 1907 
Nov. 18, 1907 
Nov. 24, 1907 
Nov. 27, 1907 
Nov. 29, 1907 
Dec. 5, 1907 
Dec. 7, 1907 
Dec. 10, 1907 
Dec. 10, 19Q7 
Dec. 11, 1907 
Dec. 22, 1907 
Dec. 26, 1907 
Dec. 26, 1907 
Dec. 28, 1907 
Dec. 28, 1907 
Dec. 29, 1907 
Jan. 5, 1908 
Jan. 10,1908 
Jan. 19, 1908 
Jan. 21, 1908 
Jan. 31, 1908 
Feb. 25, 1908 
Mar. 6, 1908 
CAUSE OF DEATH. 
Heart Disease 
Hemiplegia 
Pulmonag Tuberculosi~ 
Chronic ephritis 
Cancer 
Brain Softening 
Apoplexy 
Heart Disease 
Heart Disease 
~oplexy 
eart Disease 
Heart Disease 
Pneumonia 
Heart Disease 
Hypostatic Pneumonia 
Heart Disease 
Locomotor Ataxia 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 
Pneumonia 
Colitis 
Diabetes 
Pulmonary Gangrene 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 
Pneumonia 
Pneumonia 
Heart Disease 
Heart Disease 
Apoplexy 
Pneumonia 
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 
Heart Disease 
Cn 
00 
62 James H. Everett .......... 68 Feb. 27,1908 
63 John Powderly .. . ......... 62 Jan. 2, 1908 
64 Thomas Cruikshank .... .. . 89 Sept. 6, 1907 
65 Barnabas E. Ball .. 73 Aug. 8,1907 
66 Abel Nutting . . ............ 67 Sept. 16, 1907 
67 Timothy D. Upton ...... .. . 69 Jan. 29, 1908 
68 Michael Harrington ...... . .. 67 Apr. 1, 1904 
69 William H. Parker . .. .. . .... 66 Mar. 19, 1908 
70 John H. Senter .. ........ 85 Mar. 17,1908 
71 David H. Bird ..... 69 Feb. 28, 1907 
72 Michael Brodigan ....... . ... 65 May 17,1906 
73 Warren E. Shepard ...... . . 79 Mar. 12, 1908 
74 William Golden . .... 79 July 3, 1902 
75 Josiah F. Kimball . . . . .... . . 65 Oct. 20, 1907 
76 James Courtney .. ...... 76 Apr. 3, 1906 
77 Frank H. Tisdale . ......... 63 Dec. 1, 1906 
78 Charles Revey ..... . ... . .... 61 May 28,1907 
79 Joseph J. Hatlinger ..... . ... 71 Apr. 7, 1908 
80 Richard Wall .. . .... . ... . ... 80 Mar. 5, 1907 
81 George Lawton ..... . .... . .. 77 Mar. 22, 1905 
82 John Ferguson ...... . .. . ... 81 June 28, 1900 
83 Charles A. Howe ... .. ..... . 74 May 15,1895 
84 Joseph Sanderson ..... .. ... 66 Oct. 10, 1907 
85 James Shehee . . . . .......... 65 Jan. 12, 1908 
86 Martin Reynaud .... .. . . . . . 71 Oct. 16, 1906 
87 William H. Kelly . ......... 60 May 9, 1908 
88 Frank A. Davis ......... 64 May 9, 1908 
89 Thomas J. Llewellyn . . ..... 63 Apr. 10, 1904 
90 Zenas W. Tolman ....... .. . 68 June 16, 1906 
91 Frank A. Chase ..... '" . 71 Apr. 18, 1908 
92 Charles A. Barry ........... 63 Oct. 8,1907 
93 Frederick A. Newcomb ...... 68 May 29,1885 
Feb. 27, 1908 Mar. 7,1908 
Jan. 2, 1908 Mar. 9, 1908 
Sept. 6, 1907 Mar. 9, 1908 
Aug. 8,1907 Mar. 11, 1908 
Sept. 16, 1907 Mar. 19, 1908 
Jan. 29, 1908 Mar. 20, 1908 
Apr. 1, 1904 Mar. 26, 1908 
Mar. 19, 1908 Mar. 27, 1908 
Mar. 17, 1908 Mar. 29, 1908 
Mar. 25, 1908 Apr. 4, 1908 
Mar. 25, 1908 Apr. 7, 1908 
Mar. 12, 1908 Apr. 10, 1908 
June 11, 1905 Apr. 11, 1908 
Oct. 20, 1907 Apr. 12, 1908 
Apr. 20, 1908 Apr. 20, 1908 
Dec. 21, 1906 Apr. 21, 1908 
Jan. 31, 1908 Apr. 25, 1908 
Apr. 7, 1908 Apr. 28, 1908 
Apr. 30, 1908 Apr. 30, 1908 
Mar. 22, 1905 May 3, 1908 
Sept. 13, 1901 May 3, 1908 
May 15,1895 May 6, 1908 
Oct. 10, 1907 May 11,1908 
Jan. 11 , 1908 May 13,1908 
Oct. 16, 1906 May 26,1908 
May 9, 1908 May 28,1908 
May 9, 1908 June 4, 1908 
June 16, 1906 June 7, 1908 
May 25,1908 June 14, 1908 
Apr. 18, 1908 June 15, 1908 
Oct. 8, 1907 June 23, 1908 
June 24, 1904 June 25, 1908 
Cancer 
Cirrhosis of Liver 
Pneumonia 
Chronic Nephritis 
Cancer 
Chronic Nephritis 
Heart Disease 
Endocarditis 
Pneumonia 
Pleurisy 
Pneumonia 
Pneumonia 
Pneumonia 
Paralysis 
Pneumonia 
Diabetes 
Heart Disease 
Paraplegia 
Pneumonia 
Rheumatism 
Pneumonia 
Hemiplegia 
Septicremia 
Heart Disease 
Apoplexy 
Cancer of Throat 
Pneumonia 
Locomotor Ataxia 
Paralysis Agitans 
Chronic Nephritis' 
Hemiplegia 
Locomotor Ataxia 
CJ> 
co 
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In closing I wish to express my thanks to every officer and mem-
ber of the Home whom I have been brought in contact with for the 
universal kindness and courtesy shown me since coming here. I 
especially desire to thank Colonel Hapgood and the members of 
his staff. I am much indebted to Dr. Means, and thank him for 
compiling the statistics of the hospital. 
I here wish to testify to the worth of our genial Clerk, Louis A. 
Kent, who has long been a member of the Home. His work is 
worthy of all praise. 
Respectfully your obedient servant, 
ROBERT A. BLOOD, M.D., 
Surgeon. 
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~baplain 'a 1Report 
SOLDIERS' HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS, 
CHELSEA, July 2, 1908. 
COL. CHARI,ES E. HAPOOOD, 
Superintendent. 
Dear Sir: Permit me to report for the year ending June 30, 1908. 
I came to the Home January 11, and have been in attendance ever 
since. My duties have not been prescribed. I have tried to do 
whatever seemed to be for the moral and spiritual welfare of my 
comrades. 
Sunday services have been held in Peter Smith Hall under my 
direction, excepting April 12 and April 25, when no services were 
possible because of the Chelsea fire of April 12. On April 19 evening 
services were held in the parlor, and again on May 3. On May 10, 
afternoon and evening services were resumed in Peter Smith Hall. 
Our Home memorial service was held June 28, when an impressive 
address was made by the Superintendent, commemorative of Elisha 
T. Harvell, Vice-President of the Board of Trustees, followed by 
remarks by the Chaplain, paying tribute to OUr first President, 
Gen. Horace Binney Sargent, one of the original founders of the 
Home; to Dr. Isaac W. Starbird, who died Feb. 2, 1907, one of the 
most able surgeons connected with the institution, and to the brave 
and worthy comrades who have died during the past year. 
The Sunday Memorial Day services of the G.A.R. were held at 
the First Congregational Church, attended by a large delegation of 
officers and men. An eloquent discourse was given by the Rev. 
John A. Higgons, D.D. , of the Central Congregational Church. The 
Chaplain was present and took part in the exercises. 
The work in the hospital has been considerable. The wards 
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have been visited daily when practicable, and all visits have been 
welcomed. 
Since his residence the Chaplain has officiated at six funerals 
and at one in Hudson. Two others have been had, one by a Roman 
Catholic priest, and the other by Rev. R. Perry Bush. 
The Chaplain respectfully recommends that efforts be made to 
elevate the tone of the social entertainments, so that they shall be 
more suited to men of intelligence and patriotic experience, and that 
such entertainments be restricted to Monday and Tuesday and 
Thursday and Friday in the week. 
He would also recommend that Wednesday evening in every week 
be reserved for distinctively religious, literary or patriotic purposes. 
He would also recommend that measures be taken in the near future 
for such relig0us instruction as our Catholic comrades may desire 
and should have. 
The work of a Chaplain is more important than it shows. It has 
to do with present conduct and vital issues. The majority of those 
in the Home are old, the disease of age is persistent. It began in 
the cradle, it will end in the grave. It gives character to the life 
that continues, and character writes epitaph. 
I am doing, I will try to do, the best I can. 
With respect, 
JOSEPH F. LOVERING, 
Chaplain. 
, 
\ 
, 
, 
{ 
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OFFICERS OF THE LADIES' AID ASSOCIATION OF THE SOLDIERS' 
HOME IN MASSACHUSETTS 
1908 
PRESIDENT. 
MRS. B. READ WALES, 
166 Columbia Road, Dorchester. 
VICE-PRESIDENTS. 
MRS. AUSTIN C. WELLINGTON. 
MRS. WILLIAM A. BANCROFT. 
MRS. WILLIAM H. RALPH. 
MRS. ROGER WOLCOTT. 
MRS. J. Q. A. BRACKETT. 
MRS. L. A. W. FOWLER. 
MRS. SARAH E. FULLER. 
MRS. EDWARD A. HORTON. 
MRS. COSTELLO C. CONVERSE'. MRS. OLIVER AMES. 
RECORDING SECRETARY. 
MRS. ELIZABETH A. SPRING, 
31 Gainsborough Street, Boston. 
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY. 
MRS. LIZZIE C. CLAPP, 
436 Columbus Avenue, Boston. 
TREASURER. 
MRS. GEORGE T. PERKINS, 
Huntington Avenue, Boston. 
ASSISTANT 'l'REASURER. 
MRS. CHARLES E. PIERCE, 
368 K Street, South Boston. 
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LIST OF NATIONAL HOMES 
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGERS. 
Hon. FRANKLIN MURPHY, New York Life Building, N.Y. 
CENTRAL 
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH 
National Military Home, Montgomery County, Ohio 
Col. J. B. THOMAS. Governor . 
. . . National Home, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin 
Col. C. WHEELER. Governor. 
EASTERN BRANCH . . . . . . . . . . National Home, Togus, Maine 
Col. JOHN T. RICHARDS. Governor. 
SOUTHERN BRANCH, National Soldiers' Home, Elizabeth City County, Virginia 
Col. T. T. Knox. Governor. 
WESTERN BRANCH National Military Home, Leavenworth County, Kansas 
Col. S. G. Cooke, Governor. 
PACIFIC BRANCH Soldiers' Home, Los Angeles County, California 
MARION BRANCH 
DANVILLE BRANCH 
MOUNTAIN BRANCH 
Gen. O. H. LAGRANGE, Governor. 
National Military Home, Grant County, Indiana 
Col. GEO. W. STEELE, Governor. 
. . . . . . . . . . National Home, Danville, Illinois 
Col. ISAAC CLEMENTS, Governor. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Col. JOHN P. SMITH, Governor. 
BATTLE MOUNTAIN SANITARIUM . . . . . . . . Hot Springs, South Dakota 
Col. E. T. WEST, Governor. 
California, 
Colorado, 
Connecticut, 
Idaho. 
Illinois, 
Indiana, 
Iowa, 
Kansas, 
Massachusetts, 
.. (Naval) 
Michigan, 
Minnesota, 
Missouri, 
Montana. 
Neb~ska, 
New Hampshire, 
New Jersey 
New York, 
Sailors' Snug Harbor, 
New York, 
North Dakota, 
Ohio, 
Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, 
South Dakota, 
Vermont, 
Washington. 
Wisconsin. 
Wyoming, 
LIST OF STATE HOMES 
Col. H. G. Burton, Commandant, 
Col. C. S. Aldrich, Commandant, 
Capt. Tames N. Coe, Commandant, 
Capt. 1I. L. Cbamberlain, Commandant, 
Cart. Wm. Somerville, Superintendent, 
Co . R. M. Smock, Commandant, 
Col. Chas. C, Horton, Commandant, 
Col. S. H. Thomas, Commandant. 
Col. Chas. E. Hapgood, Superintendent, 
Lieut. John Downs. Superintendent, 
Col. G. H. Turner, Commandant, 
Col. James Compton, Commandant, 
Capt. G. D. Clark, Superintendent, 
Louis A. Belt?er, Commandant, 
Capt. J. M. Fowler, Commandant, 
Major Trickey, Commandant, . 
Maj. Peter F. Rogers, Superintendent, 
Cart. James Wanser, Commandant, 
Co. Joseph E. Ewell, Superintendent, 
Capt. George v,'. Browne, Agent, 
Maj . P. J. O'Connor, Superintendent, 
Col. J. W, Carroll, Commandant, 
Gen. J. W. R. Cline, Superintendent, 
Maj. 'W. W. Elder, Commandant, 
Cap t. S. H. Martin, Commandant, 
Capt. Benj. L. Hall, Commandant, 
Col. T. M. Goddard, Commandant, 
Col. Thomas Hannon, Superintendent, 
Willes L. Ames, Commandant, 
Col. J. H. Woodnorth. Superintendent, 
Capt. H. A. Smith, 
Napa County, Cal. 
Monte Vista, Colo. 
N oro ton, Conn. 
Boise, Idaho. 
Quincy. Ill. 
La Fayette, Ind. 
Marshalltown, Ia. 
Fort Dodge, Kan. 
Chelsea, Mass. 
Quincy. Mass. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Minnehaha, Minn. 
St James, Mo. 
Columbia Falls, Mon. 
Grand Island, Neb. 
Milford, Neb. 
Tilton, N.H. 
Kearny, N.J. 
Vineland, N.J. 
Bath, N.Y. 
Nassau St., N.Y. City 
Oxford, N.Y. 
Lisbon, N.D. 
Sandusky, Ohio. 
Roseburg, Ore. 
Erie, Fa. 
Bristol, R.I. 
Hot Springs, S.D. 
Bennington. Vt, 
Orting, Wash. 
Waupaca, Wis. 
Buffalo, Wyo. 
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